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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi met US President Joe
Biden in Tokyo on Tuesday
shortly after holding the
Quad Leaders` Summit dur-
ing which he outlined that
the “India-US strategic part-
nership is a partnership of
trust”. “India-US strategic
partnership is a partnership
of trust in the true sense. Our
common interests in defence
and other matters and our
shared values have strength-
ened our bond of trust,” PM
Modi told US President
Biden. PM Modi and Biden
also discussed the ongoing
effects of “Russia's brutal and
non-justified invasion of
Ukraine” during their talks in
Tokyo. The meeting marks a
continuation of their regular
dialogue having interacted
most recently in virtual
mode on April 11. The two
leaders also exchanged views
on regional and global devel-
opments of shared interest.

Drawing a parallel
between "India`s success
with China`s failure" to han-
dle the pandemic, President
Biden praised PM Modi for

handling the Covid-19 out-
break in a democratic man-
ner. According to a senior
official, Biden contrasted
India`s success with China`s
failure to handle the Covid-
19 pandemic while both the

countries are of comparable
size.

Biden added that PM
Modi`s success has shown
the world that democracies
can deliver, and busted the
"myth that autocracies like

China and Russia can han-
dle the rapidly changing
world better because their
leadership can take and
implement decisions with-
out going through lengthy
democratic processes", said

the official.
According to the offi-

cial, these remarks from
President Biden appeared
to be unscripted, as he
made a special intervention
to say this before his pre-

pared remarks.
The meeting between

the two leaders took place
after the fourth interaction
of Quad Leaders since their
first virtual meeting in
March 2021, in-person
Summit in Washington DC
in September 2021 and vir-
tual meeting in March 2022.

The Quad Summit pro-
vided an opportunity for the
Leaders to exchange views
about developments in the
Indo-Pacific region and con-
temporary global issues of
mutual interest. The Quad
summit witnessed the
launch of a new initiative
for continuous collabora-
tion in the maritime
domain, space, climate
change, health and cyber
security. 

CM Arvind Kejriwal travels in
Delhi’s new e-bus fleet from IP
Depot to Rajghat Depot; Delhiites
to enjoy free travel in all e-buses
till May 26th

NEW DELHI, OPEN SEARCH

The Kejriwal Government has taken
a landmark step in its fight against
pollution today. 150 electric buses
hit Delhi’s roads after being flagged
off by Chief Minister Shri Arvind
Kejriwal. The CM travelled in Delhi’s
new e-bus fleet from IP Depot to
Rajghat Depot on this occasion.
Notably, Delhiites can enjoy free
travel in all e-buses till May 26th.
Chief Minister Shri Arvind Kejriwal
stated, “150 more electric buses to
be added by next month; Delhi to
boast of 2,000 new e-buses and
600-700 CNG buses by next year.
Huge leap in Delhi’s fight against
pollution; certain that Delhi’s pollu-
tion levels will fall as and when e-
buses are inducted. Dedicating 3

electric bus depots developed with a
Rs 150 crore investment to
Delhiites today; working on devel-
oping more depots. Delhi's fleet has
now crossed 7,200 buses, this is the
highest increase in the history of
Delhi, there were never so many
buses on the roads of Delhi till date.
We aim to transform Delhi’s bus
fleet into an all electric fleet; trying

our best to induct only electric
buses. Whenever you travel in an
electric bus, do post your selfie on
social media with #IrideEbus to
participate in the contest and
spread the word.”

Transport Minister Shri Kailash
Gahlot said, “I am seeing CM Arvind
Kejriwal’s dreams come true as I
witness the transformation of Delhi

everyday. While you're enjoying a
ride, also take a selfie, post it and be
a part of Delhi's EV revolution and
grab a chance to win an iPad.”Chief
Minister Shri Arvind Kejriwal dedi-
cated 150 electric buses to the peo-
ple of Delhi today. 

These electric buses were for-
mally inducted into Delhi’s public
bus fleet at a ceremony held at the IP
Depot today. The event began with
the unveiling of plaque & inaugura-
tion of Mundela Kalan, Rajghat &
Rohini Sector- 37 electric bus depots
by the Chief Minister in presence of
Transport Minister Shri Kailash
Gahlot and the Chief Secretary.
Following this, the CM flagged off
the new electric bus fleet as they set
off for their first journey. On this
occasion, CM Shri Arvind Kejriwal
got on one of the new 150 electric
buses and joined in on Delhi’s jour-
ney towards clean mobility. The CM
travelled from the IP Depot to the
Rajghat Depot and took stock of all
the facilities the government .

Asaduddin Owaisi slams
Assam CM Himanta Biswa
Sarma, says 'Illiterate peo-
ple will not understand...'
NEW DELHI, OPEN SEARCH

AIMIM chief Asaduddin Owaisi has strongly
criticised Assam Chief Minister Himanta Biswa
Sarma's remarks on madrassa (madrasha). He
said madrasas are not like branches, they teach
self-respect and sense of mind. Owaisi also said
that at a time when the Chief Minister of Assam
is talking about madrasas, about seven lakh
people of Assam have been affected due to
floods and 18 people have died in the state. 

Speaking at an event in Delhi, the Assam
Chief Minister said that as long as there are
madrasas, children will not be able to think of
becoming doctors and engineers. He also said
the word madrasa should be abolished. He
compared the admission of children in
madrasas to human rights violations. Himanta
Biswa Sarma said no one is saying don't read
the Koran. The Chief Minister also emphasized
the importance of teaching science, mathemat-
ics, biology, botany and zoology to a student. He
said, give 2-3 hours of religious education. But
the way a student should be taught in the
school, make arrangements so that he can
become a doctor or an engineer. 

Responding to the Assam Chief Minister,
the AIMIM chief Asaduddin Owaisi said sci-
ence, mathematics, social studies are taught in
many madrasas besides Islam. He claimed that
at the time when the Sanghis acted as agents of
the British, many madrasas were in the service
of the country's independence movement. 

Owaisi claimed madrasas are different
from branches. They teach self-respect and
compassion. Taking a dig at Assam CM he said,
"the illiterate people will not understand this."
He asked why Hindu social reformer Raja
Rammohan Roy used to study in madrasas.
Owaisi also said that the Assam Chief
Minister's remarks were inferior to Muslims.
"Muslims have embraced India and will con-
tinue to do so."  

'My problem with Prime
Minister is...': Rahul
Gandhi attacks PM Modi
CAMBRIDGE:  (AGENCY)

Prime Minister Narendra Modi is creating a
vision of India that is not inclusive and excludes
huge chunks of the country's population, which
is unfair and goes against the idea of India,
Congress leader Rahul Gandhi said on Monday
during an interactive session with students at
the prestigious University of Cambridge.
During the event entitled 'India at 75' at Corpus
Christi College, Gandhi covered a broad range
of subjects from Hindu nationalism, the Gandhi
family's role within the Congress Party and
efforts to mobilise the people of the country as
he fielded questions from a largely Indian stu-
dent base. "I have a problem if anybody has a
vision for India that excludes people, I don't
care who's being excluded. I have a problem
with it because it is completely unfair, it
ignores that there is tremendous energy in the
people being excluded and I have a problem
with it because that's not what India is," said
Gandhi, in response to a question about secu-
larism in India. "I think it goes beyond secular-
ism. You have to include every single person
with compassion. 

Kejriwal Government takes a landmark
step in its fight against pollution
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P
M Modi and Biden
also discussed the
ongoing effects of

“Russia's brutal and non-
justified invasion of
Ukraine” during their talks
in Tokyo.

Prime Minister Modi and US President Joe Biden hold bilateral talks in Tokyo
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The Uttarakhand government
has decided to postpone the
Kedarnath Yatra without tak-
ing any risk. Many visitors are
stuck at different places
between Gaurikund and Kedar.
The top of the Kedarnath
temple is covered in clouds.
It's as if it's evening there
in the day. It's raining heav-
ily. The Kedarnath temple is
covered in clouds and fog. It
is also raining in
Rudraprayag. Inspite of
heavy rain and bone-chill-
ing cold, devotees didn't
stop visiting Kedar. But the
administration can't take any
more risks now. Rudraprayag
CO Pramod Kumar said that
devotees who are going to
Kedarnath on foot have been
barred from going for the time
being. It is advised to return to
the hotel. "Heavy rain warning
has been issued for two days.
5,000 devotees from Guptkashi
have been detained. Helicopter
services have also been sus-
pended." The temperature
started dipping in Rudraprayad
from Monday morning. It also

snowed on Sunday. Even in
extreme weather conditions,
the influx of devotees has not
decreased. The situation may
worsen as a rain alert has been
issued for two days on top of
that. Therefore, the
Uttarakhand government

decided to postpone the
Kedarnath yatra in advance

Even the memories of 9
years ago are repeatedly
scarred. Kedarnath was devas-
tated by the incessant rain and
collapse of the service. Almost
everything near the temple
was wiped out. The shops
around the Kedarnath temple,
the places where the devotees
stayed were all washed away
by the water. For most of the
year, the place where the devo-
tees were always thronged

with devotees, only pictures of
the destruction were seen.

The whole of Uttarakhand
was devastated by the natural
disaster. Even though every-
thing was washed away by the
mandakini, the Kedarnath tem-
ple remained intact. At least

400 people died in
Kedarnath alone. In view of
the 2013 natural calamity,
the administration has
advised tourists to stay in
safer places till the weath-
er improves. Devotees
returning after visiting
Kedarnath have also been
detained.  Kedarnath is a
small town in the lap of

mountains in Rudraprayag,
Uttarakhand. Kedarnath temple
is located in the 11,759-foot
valley. A dham of Chardham
where Mandakini passes by.
The Kedarnath temple is closed
every year in October-
November. As a rule, the doors
of the temple opened after six
months. This time it was no dif-
ferent. On the contrary, after
overcoming the fear of Corona,
this time the devotees gathered
in the crowd after Akshaya
Tritiya.

Devastating memories of 2013 still haunting,
Uttarakhand govt. halts Kedarnath Yatra

India-US strategic partnership is a 'partnership
of trust': PM Narendra Modi tells Joe Biden

150 electric buses hit Delhi’s roads after being flagged off by CM Arvind Kejriwal
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Amid a legal battle over the
Gynvapi mosque and
Mathura temple, the
Archaeological Survey of
India (ASI) on Tuesday told
a Delhi court that Qutub
Minar is “not a place of wor-

ship” and alteration of the
existing structure is not per-
missible. The ASI also
claimed that Qutub Minar is
a monument and no one
can claim fundamental
rights over such a structure.
It added that “no right to
worship can be granted at

this place’’.   ASI filed an affi-
davit in Saket Court in an
interim application related
to restoration of temples in
Qutub Minar complex  ASI
opposes the plea&says
Qutub Minar is a monu-
ment&no one can claim
fundamental.

Qutub Minar is a monument, not a place of worship, Delhi court
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PATNA: (AGENCY)

Bihar Chief Minister Nitish
Kumar's invite for an all-
party meeting on the caste
census demand has plunged
his ally BJP into an ocean of
awkward. The meeting has
been tentatively scheduled
on Friday, Nitish Kumar said
yesterday.

Nitish Kumar's Deputy
Tarkishor Prasad of the BJP
told reporters that "a guid-
ance" has been sought from
the party leadership in Delhi
over the Chief Minister's
invite. In private, BJP lead-
ers say Nitish Kumar has
once again "laid a trap" and
exposed the fault lines with-
in the alliance and the party
over the caste census.

Nitish Kumar's former
Deputy and senior BJP
leader, Sushil Modi, says the
party never opposed a caste
census and had even

backed the resolution
passed in the Bihar assem-

bly. He also points out that
state Minister Janak Ram of
the BJP accompanied the
all-party delegation led by
Nitish Kumar, which met
with Prime Minister
Narendra Modi last year.

However, the central

BJP has always opposed a
caste-based census as divi-

sive. On Friday, PM Modi,
addressing a BJP meet, had
also warned against parties
"trying to divide" the society
in the name of caste or
regionalism.

BJP leaders feel
hemmed in by Nitish

Kumar's comments on plan-
ning a road map for a caste

census. "Discussing it and
then sending it to the
Cabinet means it is about to
take shape," said a leader.

Nitish Kumar had, sens-
ing the BJP's discomfiture,
virtually put the tricky sub-
ject in cold storage.

BJP leaders in Bihar are
in a fix. They say it is anoth-
er matter to demand and
support the move as the
party did during the UPA era
or in Orissa or Karnataka.
"But when you are part of
the exercise as the ruling
coalition, how can you
reject it? Especially since a
similar demand has been
made either before the
Centre or in other states like
UP, where the Samajwadi
party is making the demand
consistently," a Bihar leader
said.

While leaders of Nitish
Kumar's Janata Dal United
(JDU) admit it's not easy for
the BJP to take a quantum
leap on the caste census
row, given the party's firm
stand, also articulated by
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, they believe the issue
is important enough to risk
the alliance. 

VARANASI: (AGENCY)

The court of Varanasi's sen-
ior-most judge, hearing the
Gyanvapi mosque case on
orders by the Supreme
Court, today said that it will
first hear the mosque com-
mittee's contention that
filming inside the mosque
carried out last week is ille-
gal. The process of hearing
in the case will start on
Thursday, with the "main-
tainability" issue coming
first. It also ordered the two
sides to file affidavits with
their objections to the sur-
vey report within a week.

The mosque commit-
tee says that filming at the
mosque violates a 1991 law
that prevents the alteration
of the character of any place
of worship in the country. It
wanted the "maintainabili-
ty" case to be heard first,
which the court has agreed
to. 

In orders passed on
Friday, the Supreme Court
had asked the Varanasi
court to decide on priority

whether the survey at the
Gyanvapi mosque and the
petition that led to the sur-
vey was 'maintainable' or
not.

"I told the court it is a

mandate of the Supreme
Court that our application
saying the case is not main-
tainable should be heard
first. I read out my applica-
tion and also the Supreme
Court order. The opposing
counsel said he needed
more documents and time
to file objections to our
application but I said the
maintainability must be
decided first ", Abhay Nath
Yadav, a lawyer for the

Mosque committee told
NDTV on Monday.

Early last week,
lawyers representing Hindu
petitioners claimed that a
'Shivling' was found during

the videography survey of
the Gyanvapi mosque com-
plex. 

The claim was disputed
by the mosque committee
members who said it was
part of the water fountain
mechanism in the
wazookhana reservoir,
used by devotees to per-
form ritual ablutions before
offering namaz. The district
court had then ordered the
sealing of the ‘wazookhana'.

Nitish Kumar's Big Move On Caste
Census Lands Ally BJP In A Fix

Varanasi's Gyanvapi Mosque: Court
Decides Which Of 2 Matters To Hear First

GUWAHATI: (AGENCY)

Three days after bulldozers
rolled into Assam's
Salonabori village and
demolished a few houses
allegedly belonging to those
accused in police station
attack, scenes in the village
paint a picture of helpless
villagers trying to fend for
themselves. The villagers
claim that the demolition
was carried out despite the
houses being built legally.
Many adults have fled the
villages, leaving behind
their children to fend for
themselves.

The authorities main-
tain that the houses were
demolished as part of an
anti-encroachment drive.
The demolition work, they
say, was carried out since
the houses were illegal as

there are allegations that
the land was encroached
upon or bought with forged
documents.

A mob attacked the
police station on last Friday
and set it on fire, apparent-
ly to protest against the
alleged custodial death of
39-year-old Safiqul Islam.
The protesters alleged that
Mr Islam, a fish seller, was
killed in custody, after he
failed to pay bribe to police-
men.

Police has claimed
Safiqul was picked up on
Friday night in a drunken
condition and next day
handed over to his wife. The
next day after the attack on
the police station, bulldoz-
ers demolished homes of at
least four people allegedly
involved in the violence.

Special DGP GP Singh

said, "A demolition drive has
taken place. There was an
allegation that some of
those who attacked the

police station yesterday had
encroached land. Even if
they had documents, they
were forged. So today, a few
huts were demolished."

Villagers, however,
claim that the houses were
built on private land. "It is

true that Safiqul used to
drink, he died in police cus-
tody under mysterious con-
dition. We don't support the

subsequent attack on the
police station and arson, but
what the government did
by demolishing the houses
of the accused is con-
demnable. These lands are
all miyadi patta land. They
had bought it with a proper

land deed," said a village
elder from Salonabori who
did not wanted be identified
fearing 'harassment' by
police later. Faizudin and his
son Shahjahan Ali pull out a
bunch of original certified
land documents to show
that one of the plots of land
where government had car-
ried out demolition was
purchased legally. The land
was later sold to one of
accuse arrested in the
police station arson case.

"We sold the land to
Mojibur and Iman Ali who
have been arrested as key
accused in police station
attack. We don't support
violence and they should be
tried as per law but when it
comes to the plot of land we
want to make it clear that
we sold it with a deed, but
on papers the land is still in

our name , they have yet not
transferred it in their name
though thry have paid us
fully as per deal so they are
the owners now, but this is
no way a govt land , its a pri-
vate land" The officers not
only demolished Safiqul's
house, but also arrested his
wife and daughter in the
police station attack case
with others. At least 12 oth-
ers have been detained. At
the receiving end are chil-
dren of the accused, most of
them minors. With parents
arrested they are left to fend
for themselves. At the
demolished house of
Safiqul's younger brother
Rafiqul, who is now arrest-
ed in the police station
attack case, and his wife
untraced since the incident,
his two minor kids - a 10-
year-old son.

CHANDIGARH: (AGENCY)

In an unprecedented move, Punjab
Chief Minister Bhagwant Mann today
sacked his Health Minister Vijay Singla
from the cabinet on a corruption
charge reportedly after solid evidence
was found against him. Mr Singla was
allegedly demanding a one per cent
commission on tenders. Soon after his
removal, he was arrested by the anti-
corruption branch of the Punjab
police.

Chief Minister Bhagwant Mann
took the step after he received a com-
plaint against the Minister just 10 days
back. This is only the second time in
the country's history that a Chief
Minister has taken such strict action
against their own cabinet colleague.
Earlier, Aam Aadmi Party convenor
and Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal had in 2015 sacked one of his
Ministers on corruption charges.

A government official had 10 days
ago complained to the Chief Minister's
office about corruption by Mr Singla.
The Chief Minister personally assured
the official that he would stand with
him and he need not fear any Minister.
An operation was then executed with
help from the official which clearly
revealed that the Minister and those
close to him were demanding a one

per cent commission. After call
recordings and other evidence were
collected, Mr Mann took action and
also warned officials that corruption
will not be tolerated. 

"Not even one per cent corrup-
tion will be tolerated," Mr Mann said in
a video message. "The people have
voted for an AAP government with a
lot of hope, we have to live up to it. As
long as mother India has a son like
Arvind Kejriwal and a soldier like
Bhagwant Mann, the great war against
corruption will continue," he added. He
further claimed that Mr Singla had
admitted to wrongdoings.

The party said the big decision
was taken in accordance with Arvind

Kejriwal's anti-corruption model.  Mr
Kejriwal praised Bhagwant Mann for
the decision. "Proud of you Bhagwant.
Ur action has brought tears to my
eyes. Whole nation today feels proud
of AAP," he tweeted. The police have
been directed to register a case
against Mr Singla. AAP MP Raghav
Chadha lauded the decision, claiming
that his party is the only one with the
integrity and courage to take action
against its own leaders. "Aam Aadmi
Party is the only party that has the
integrity, courage & uprightness to
take action against their own on
grounds of corruption. We saw it in
Delhi, now we are witnessing it in
Punjab. 

RAIPUR: (AGENCY)

Chhattisgarh Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel virtually
released ? 1,804.50 crore to
the bank accounts of farm-
ers, agricultural laborers,
cattle rearers and women
self help groups on the
death anniversary of for-
mer Prime Minister Late
Rajiv Gandhi.

In a programme organ-
ized in all district headquar-
ters of the state, Mr. Baghel
transferred funds under
Rajiv Gandhi Kisan Nyay
Yojana, Rajiv Gandhi
Gramin Krishi Bhumiheen
Mazdoor Nyay Yojana and
Godhan Nyay Yojana.

More than 26 lakh 68

thousand farmers and agri-
cultural laborers of the state
have been benefitted
through the transfer, an offi-
cial statement said.

Bhupesh Baghel trans-
ferred ? 1720 crore 11 lakh
to farmers as the first

installment of Kharif year
2021-22 under Rajiv
Gandhi Kisan Nyay Yojana, ?
71 crore 8 lakh under Rajiv
Gandhi Gramin Krishi
Bhumiheen Mazdoor Nyay
Yojana and Rs.13 crore 31
lakh to cattle rearers,

Gauthan committees and
women SHGs under the
Godhan Nyay Yojana, it fur-
ther added.

Additionally, the Chief
Minister also transferred an
amount of ? 13 crore 31
lakh to the bank accounts of
cow dung vendors, Gauthan
committees and women
Self-Help Groups under the
Godhan Nyay Yojana.

With this, a total pay-
ment of ? 250 crore 40 lakh
has been completed so far
to these bank accounts
which includes ? 140 crore
71 lakh to cow dung ven-
dors, ? 63 crore 92 lakh to
Gauthan committees and ?
45 crore 77 lakh to women
Self-Help Groups.

Punjab Chief Minister Bhagwant Mann
Sacks A Minister For Corruption

Missing Delhi Man Found
Dead In 500 Feet Gorge In

Lonavala: Police
PUNE: (AGENCY)

A search team on Tuesday found the body of a 24-year-
old man from Delhi who was missing since the last four
days from a popular tourist viewpoint in Lonavala hill
station of Pune, police said.

The body was found several feet deep in a gorge in
Lonavala, they said. The man, Farhan Serajjuddin, had
been on a sightseeing trip in Lonavala, located around 65

km from
Maharashtra's Pune
city, and when he
went to the Duke's
Nose, a viewpoint
popular with
trekkers, he lost his
way, they said. He had
initially managed to

contact his friend though mobile phone to inform that he
had lost his way back, but later his phone was not reach-
able, the police earlier said. Personnel of the National
Disaster Response Force (NDRF), INS Shivaji naval sta-
tion in Lonavala, Pune rural police and some local groups
were searching for the man for the last three days and
had tried to trace his phone location. The police had also
used drones to trace the man, Deputy Superintendent of
Police Rajendra Patil said. "On Tuesday, we found the
body at a depth of 500 ft in a gorge near the Duke's Nose
point. Efforts are underway to retrieve the body," the offi-
cial said. The man's relatives had earlier announced a
cash reward of ? 1 lakh for finding him.

Assam Floods: 25 Dead,
6.5 Lakh Affected

Across 22 Districts
DISPUR, ASSAM: (AGENCY)

The flood situation in Assam has slightly abated even
though the death count rose to 25 as one more person
died and over 6.5 lakh people remained affected by the
deluge across 22 districts, an official bulletin said.
According to the daily flood report of the Assam State
Disaster Management Authority (ASDMA), one person
in Silchar of Cachar district was lost to floodwaters.

With this, the total number of people losing their
lives in this year's flood and landslides has gone up to 25
across the state, it said on Monday. ASDMA said more
than 6,50,400 people are hit due to floods in Barpeta,
Cachar, Darrang, Dhubri, Dibrugarh, Dima Hasao,
Goalpara, Golaghat, Hailakandi, Hojai, Jorhat, Kamrup,

Kamrup Metropolitan,
Karbi Anglong West,
Karimganj, Lakhimpur,
Majuli, Morigaon,
Nagaon, Nalbari,
Sonitpur and Udalguri
districts. Nagaon is the
worst hit district with
over 3.51 lakh people in
distress, followed by

Cachar (nearly two lakh people) and Hojai (more than
44,500 people). Till Saturday, over 7.2 lakh people were
affected by the deluge across 22 districts in the state.

At present, 1,709 villages are under water and
82,503 hectares of crop areas have been damaged across
Assam, ASDMA said. It further said authorities are run-
ning 656 relief camps and distribution centres in eight
districts, where 90,597 people, including 19,555 children,
have taken shelter. The bulletin said the Army, paramili-
tary force, National Disaster Response Force, SDRF, civil
administration, trained volunteers, and fire & emergency
services personnel have evacuated 110 people from var-
ious flood-hit areas. The authorities have distributed
4,278.45 quintals of rice, dal and salt, 2,555.97 litres of
mustard oil, 1,232.41 quintals of cattle feed and other
flood relief items. Massive erosions have been witnessed
in Barpeta, Biswanath, Dhubri, Dibrugarh, Goalpara,
Golaghat, Nalbari, Sivasagar, Sonitpur, Tinsukia and
Udalguri districts. Embankments, roads, bridges and
other infrastructure have been damaged by floodwaters
in Nagaon, Barpeta, Cachar, Darrang, Dhubri, Goalpara,
Karimganj, Morigaon, Nalbari, Sonitpur, Hojai and
Udalguri, ASDMA said. A total of 2,27,529 domestic ani-
mals and poultry have been affected in the deluge across
nine districts, ASDMA said. Brahmaputra's tributary
Kopili at Dharamtul and Kampur are flowing above the
danger marks, the bulletin stated.

In Assam Village Where Bulldozers Rolled, Children Left To Fend For Themselves

KOLKATA: (AGENCY)

Trinamool Congress leader
Anubrata Mondal has told
the CBI that he would not
be able to appear before
sleuths of the central
agency on Tuesday in con-
nection with its probe into
alleged post-poll violence in

West Bengal, an official
said.

Mondal, the TMC's
Birbhum district president,
said he has been advised by
doctors to take "full rest" for
the next couple of weeks for
health reasons. The CBI,
had on Monday, sent a sum-
mon to Mondal to appear
before its officials for ques-
tioning in connection with
the ongoing probe into the
post-poll violence case.

"Mondal has commu-

nicated to us that he would
not be able to come to our
office on Tuesday at 1 pm
because of his ill health and
he would take rest as per
the doctor's advice," the
officer said.

Mondal had on May 21
returned to his hometown
Bolpur in Birbhum district

after a stay of around
one-and-half months in
the city where he had
arrived to appear before
the Central Bureau of
Investigation for ques-
tioning in another case
on cattle smuggling.

During his stay, he
was admitted to the

state-run SSKM hospital for
over a fortnight ahead of
appearing before the CBI.

Meanwhile, the central
agency, in connection with
another case related to
irregularities in appoint-
ments by the SSC, discon-
nected the internet connec-
tion of the School Service
Commission office here in
order to prevent any
attempts to hack the com-
mission's server, another
official said.

Trinamool Leader Skips CBI
Questioning In Bengal Post-

Poll Violence Case

BULANDSHAHR : (AGENCY)

Five members of a family,
including two children, died
and six others were injured
after their speeding car
crashed into a stationary
truck on the
B u la n ds h a h r -
Meerut highway
in Uttar Pradesh
this morning,
officials said. The
family was en
route to the Kedarnath
shrine in Uttarakhand
when the accident took
place in Gulawathi area of
Bulandshahr around 4:30
am, the officials said. Eleven
members of the family
were in a Mahindra Scorpio
that hit the truck, leading to

the death of two children, a
woman and two men on the
spot, District Magistrate
Chandra Prakash Singh
said. Three of the injured
have been referred to a
medical college in Meerut,

he said. The
D i s t r i c t
Magistrate said
he, along with
S e n i o r
Superintendent
of Police Santosh

Kumar Singh, were on the
ground to oversee relief
measures. Those killed
were identified as Hardik (6
years old), Vansh (5), Shalu
(21), Himanshu (25) and
Paras (22), police said. UP
Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath condoled.

SUV With 11 People Hits
Truck On UP Highway, 2
Children Among 5 Dead

Briefs News

Chhattisgarh Chief Minister E-Transfers
1,804 Crore Under 3 Major Schemes
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Following a surprise
inspection of four munici-
pal schools in the Capital,
the Delhi Commission for
Women (DCW) on Monday
issued a notice to Municipal
Corporation of Delhi (MCD)
commissioner flagging con-
cerns such as poor infra-
structure and lax securi-
ty measures. The DCW
has sought an action-
taken report by May 30.
In a written statement
on Monday, DCW said
an inspection of the
four schools revealed
issues pertaining to
safety and security. It
noted that gates of all
four schools were left
open with no security
guards present. In one of
the schools, used syringes,
drugs, cigarette boxes,
gutkha wrappers and bro-
ken alcohol bottles were
found. School buildings
were damaged and none of
the schools had a functional
CCTV camera.

The DCW initiated the
inquiry after the recent
incident of a stranger enter-
ing a classroom and sexual-
ly assaulting two minor
girls at a municipal primary
school in east Delhi’s
Bhajanpura.

A DCW team comprising
chairperson Swati Maliwal
conducted surprise inspec-
tions in four schools— Bhai

Mandeep Nagpal Nigam
Vidhyalaya, Aruna Nagar
(north), Nigam Pratibha
Sah Shiksha Vidhyalaya,
Kewal Park (north), Purvi
Dilli Nagar Nigam Pratibha
Vidhyalaya, Mustafabad
(east), Dakshini Dilli Nagar
Nigam Prathmik Sah Bal
Balika Vidhyalaya, Sanjay
Colony, Bhati Mines

(south)— last Friday and
Saturday.

Following the visit,
Maliwal said she was
shocked by the dismal con-
ditions. “How can a school
exist without a security
guard and CCTV? How can
a school exist in a building
where a board has been put
up by MCD itself, requesting
people to stay away as the
building is damaged? In
today’s world, MCD is run-
ning schools where girls are
forced to defecate in the
open,” said Maliwal.

She said that the situa-
tion in MCD schools was
alarming and necessitated
urgent corrective steps. “I
have issued.

NEW DELHI, OPEN SEARCH

The Kejriwal Government is
continuously working
towards providing best
healthcare facilities to all
citizens and strengthening
the public health infrastruc-
ture of Delhi. In this
episode, on Tuesday, Health
Minister Shri Satyendar Jain
inaugurated the National
Resource Centre for Oral
Health and Tobacco
Cessation (NRC-OH-TC).
Furthermore, he also
launched the official logo
(insignia) of NRC-OH-TC.
Health Minister Shri
Satyendar Jain said that
most of the people are still
not aware about their oral
health and dental hygiene.
This is the reason why the
cases of oral cancer are

increasing rapidly even
among the youth. National
Resource Center for Oral
Health and Tobacco
Cessation has been estab-
lished with the objective of
spreading awareness about
the ill-effects of tobacco and
drugs, to provide better
training to the dentists of
the country and to conduct
research on dental health. It
is the first National
Resource Center among the
total 315 Dental Colleges in
the country

.Oral health is as impor-
tant as the health of your
bodyHealth Minister Shri
Satyendar Jain said that
every year more than 7 mil-
lion deaths occur due to
tobacco use alone across
the world. This is an alarm-
ing signal for the people.
Nicotine found in tobacco is
very harmful to health and
wellbeing. Due to its con-
sumption, there is a possi-
bility of dangerous diseases
like cancer, depression,
impotence, but people are

still finding it difficult to stay
away from consuming
tobacco. Tobacco use weak-
ens the brain and nervous
system. If you want to avoid
these diseases, then it is
better to give up the addic-
tion of consuming tobacco
from today itself. 

It is important for
everyone to understand
that the health of your
mouth is as important as
the health of your body. In

such a situation, it is impor-
tant that you take special
care of the health of your
teeth and give a smile to life
by quitting tobacco.Dentists
will be given better training
in National Resource
CentreHealth Minister Shri
Satyendar Jain said that
dentists work closely to treat
patients who consume
tobacco. If a person gets
addicted to tobacco, then a
dentist can help a person to

get rid of tobacco  more
than other doctors. Dentists
of the country and the
national capital Delhi will
be given better training in
this National Resource
Center.

Different types of train-
ing programs and sessions
will be conducted here.
Also, this centre will play an
important role in conduct-
ing research, developing
and supporting govern-

ment policies. Due to this,
the policies of the govern-
ment will be formulated by
keeping the population in
mind and those who are
addicted to consuming
tobacco avoiding their oral
health and dental hygiene.
Various awareness pro-
grams related to health
related issues will also be
organized here.
Appreciating the services
provided by Maulana Azad
Institute of Dental Sciences,
he said that for the last 10
years, 10,000 patients have
been treated in MAIDS for
tobacco prevention and ces-
sation. Maulana Azad
Institute of Dental Sciences
has always played a leading
role in delivering quality
Dental Care, Research and
Dental Education to serve
the needy. Due to this today,
it has got the status of the
country's first National
Resource Center.Helpless
and needy people will get
help in Resource CenterDr.
Sangeeta Talwa.

Delhi: Scientist falls to
death from Shastri Bhawan
NEW DELHI, OPEN SEARCH

A 55-year-old scientist employed in the Union ministry of
electronics and information technology died after
allegedly falling from the seventh floor of Shastri Bhawan
in central Delhi on Monday afternoon, with police sus-
pecting that it may be a case of death by suicide. Deputy
commissioner of police (New Delhi) Amrutha Guguloth
said that the police control room received a call at
around 3pm, stating that a person had jumped from
Shastri Bhawan building. “When police reached the spot,
they found the man in front of gate number two. The
man was rushed to Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital where
he was declared brought dead,” she said.

Police said that enquiries have revealed that he was a
resident of an apartment complex in Peeragarhi and was
a scientist in the ministry of electronics and information
technology. “He had jumped from the seventh floor of the
building. Team of Parliament Street police station offi-
cers and crime team with ambulance was immediately
rushed to the spot,” the officer said.

Police said that no note has been recovered so far and
further investigation is underway in the matter. Legal
action is being taken, Guguloth said.

Qutub Minar case: ASI oppos-
es temple 'restoration' bid;
Saket court order on June 9

NEW DELHI, OPEN SEARCH

The Saket District Court in Delhi on Tuesday reserved its
order for June 9 on the appeals against a civil judge order
dismissing the suit which alleged that the Quwwat-Ul-
Islam Masjid situated within Qutub Minar Complex was
built in place of a temple complex and sought its restora-
tion. Additional district judge Nikhil Chopra asked the
parties concerned to file written submissions within a
week.

The court reserved the order on a suit filed by advo-
cate Hari Shankar Jain on behalf of Jain deity Tirthankar
Lord Rishabh Dev, claiming that 27 temples were partly
demolished by Qutubuddin Aibak, a general in the army
of Mohammad Gauri, and Quwwat-ul-Islam Mosque was
raised inside the complex by reusing the material.

The Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) opposed a
plea saying fundamental rights cannot be availed in viola-
tion of any status of the land. The ASI said in an affidavit
that alteration of the existing structure is not permissible
and submitted that neither Qutub Minar nor any of its
parts were under the worship of any community at the
time of protection of the monument.

While the government agency, which comes under the
ministry of culture, said that there is “no denial of the
fact" that there are a number of sculptures existing with-
in the Qutub Minar complex, it will be contrary to the
existing provisions and law to allow. “Fundamental right
cannot be availed in violation of any status of the land.
The basic principle of protectioSn/conservation is not to
allow starting of any new practice in a monument
declared and notified as protected one under the Act,”
the affidavit reads. Citing provisions of the Ancient
Monuments and Archaeological Sites and Remains Act,
or AMSAR Act, 1958, the ASI said that the "intention of
the statute is clear that the monument should be protect-
ed and preserved in its original condition for the poster-
ity. Therefore, changing and alteration.

of the existing structure....should not be allowed." "My
submission to the court was that if a place of protection
has continued for 800 years without any disruption then
that should continue. There is a fundamental right for
worship but that is not an absolute right as pointed out
by the Supreme Court in several decisions, advocate
Subhash Gupta, appearing for the ASI.

The affidavit was in line with clarification from a min-
istry official who said ASI policies prohibit worship at
non-living places.

Health Minister Satyendar Jain inaugu-
rates Resource Centre for Oral Health
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Monday morning’s showers
were Delhi’s first light, or
moderate, spell of rain in
nearly three months, said
officials from the India
Meteorological Department
(IMD), bringing to an end a
dry patch that exacerbated
the severe heat across the
region, leading to record
temperatures in some parts
of the Capital. The city saw
light to moderate rainfall in
most parts on Monday
morning, with showers
most intense in west,
south-west and south
Delhi, data from the weath-
er office showed.

Safdarjung, considered
the base station for Delhi’s

weather, recorded 12.3mm
of rain between 5.30am and
8.30am on Monday, even as
Ayanagar in south-west
Delhi received 52.2mm of
rain during this period, fol-
lowed by 29mm of rainfall
in west Delhi’s Najafgarh
and 27.6mm at Palam.

Delhi’s last such spell of
rain was on February 26
this year, when the
Safdarjung station received
10.1mm of precipitation.

IMD classifies rain as
‘very light’ when it is
between ‘trace’ and 2.4mm,
as ‘light’ when it is between
2.5 and 15.5mm; as ‘moder-
ate’ when it is between 15.6
and 64.4mm and ‘heavy’
when it is over 64.5mm in a
single day.

Max temp falls 11°C in 1.5
hours after first light rain

in three months

DCW inspection finds
glaring security lapses

at MCD schools
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The maximum temperature
in Delhi is expected to
remain below normal after
a fresh thunderstorm. The
India Meteorological
Department (IMD) data
showed Delhi received 14.6
mm of rainfall till 8:30 am.
The fresh thunderstorm
was also a result of an active
western disturbance,
resulting in wind speeds
touching around 50 to 60
km per hour around mid-
night.

The thunderstorm began
around 11 pm across Delhi
and National Capital Region
and continued till around 3
am. The city recorded a
temperature of 18.9

degrees Celsius on Tuesday
morning – eight degrees
below normal – compared
to 17.2 degrees on Monday,
the lowest since May 1,
2004. IMD said the maxi-
mum temperature was

expected to hover around
the 34 to 35-degree mark.
On Monday, it dropped to
31.5– eight degrees below
normal. IMD said the
impact of the western dis-
turbance will begin to

reduce from Tuesday
onwards. “While isolated
parts may receive a drizzle,
the major impact of the
western disturbance has
finished, with clear skies
expected from Wednesday
onwards,” an official said.

Delhi received 12.3 mm
of rainfall between 8:30 am
on Saturday and 8:30 am on
Sunday. The normal rainfall
in May for the city is
19.7mm. Delhi has now
received 29.9 mm of rainfall
so far this month.

IMD said the heatwave
conditions too were unlike-
ly until the end of the
month. Temperatures are
expected to rise gradually
and touch around 40-
degree mark by Friday.
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AAP National Convenor and
Delhi CM Shri Arvind
Kejriwal highly backed and
appreciated Punjab CM
Sardar Bhagwant Mann's
decision of sacking his min-
ister on charges of graft.
The AAP Convenor equated
the step with the party's
commitment to honesty and
Deshbhakti and asserted
that it was a first of its kind
in Indian history. He stated,
"We can tolerate anything
but not corruption; Aam
Aadmi Party is committed
to honesty; I am proud of
Bhagwant Mann, we will
not let anyone betray
Bharat Mata. First time in
the history of politics that a
party has acted against cor-
ruption by taking such strict
action against its own

leader. Had CM Bhagwant
Mann wanted, he could've
hatched a plan to get a share
out of the corruption but
instead he showed his com-
mitment to honesty by sack-
ing his minister. In 2015,
when AAP came to power
in Delhi, I had taken a simi-
lar step against my Food &
Supplies Minister. The peo-
ple of Punjab are very
happy because of CM

Bhagwant Mann's decision;
the opposition is rattled,
they don't know what to say
and who to oppose. Till
now we saw how political
parties worked like a nexus
of scamsters; let alone pun-
ishing their own, they didn't
even take action against
leaders of other parties. All
parties start looting public's
coffers the day they form
their government; this is

the first instance of a gov-
ernment taking immediate
action against corruption.
We will not watch our
Bharat Mata get insulted
and cheated by these crimi-
nals; we will lay our lives
down, but not tolerate any
kind of treason; we will not
betray our nation, nor will
we let anyone do so. Aam
Aadmi Party has begun the
revolution of honesty and
Deshbhakti to develop a
thriving & prosperous
India. AAP has proven that
parties and governments
can be run with honesty
and without corruption
."AAP National Convenor
and Delhi CM Shri Arvind
Kejriwal said, “Punjab Chief
Minister Sardar Bhagwant
Mann sacked his Health
Minister on charges of cor-
ruption today. 

Max temp in Delhi to remain below
normal after fresh thunderstorm

Environment Minister
Gopal Rai chairs a joint
meeting with all land
owning agencies regard-
ing revival and develop-
ment of Delhi’s lakes at
Delhi Secretariat.
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Environment Minister Shri
Gopal Rai chaired a com-
bined meeting with officials
from the DPGS, Wetland
Authority of Delhi,
Environment Department,
and Land Owning Agencies
today at the Delhi
Secretariat to address the
beautification and repair of
Delhi's lakes. The confer-
ence was attended by offi-
cers from the DPGS, MCD,

CPWD, PWD, DDA, DSIIDC,
Revenue, and other con-
cerned departments. The
Environment Minister said,
“It was decided to revive
and develop 20 lakes in
Delhi in accordance with
international standards in
the first phase of this proj-
ect.”While highlighting the
project, Shri Gopal Rai said,
“The Kejriwal Government
is dedicated to the preser-
vation and enhancement of
Delhi's lakes. 
The environment of Delhi is
dominated by its lakes. They
not only provide water, but
they also nourish aquatic
life and regulate climate.
However, due to the current
state of these lakes, it has
been decided to revive

them. The Wetland
Authority of Delhi has fin-
ished the mapping of
roughly 1,018 lakes out of a
total of 1,045 lakes.

In addition, UID numbers
have been assigned to each

of the 1045 lakes. The rest
of the lakes will be devel-
oped as part of this project
in the future.”He continued,
“Delhi will be transformed
into a city of lakes as part of
this project. 

The first phase will see the
beautification and develop-
ment of 20 Delhi lakes.
Sanjay Lake; Hauz Khas
Lake; Bhalswa Lake; Smriti
Van (Kondali); Smriti Van
(Vasant Kunj); Tikri Khurd
Lake; Najafgarh Lake;
Welcome Lake; Daryapur
Lake; Poth Kalan (Sardar
Sarovar Lake);
Mungeshpur; Dheerpur;
MP Green Area at Sanjay
Van; West Vinod Nagar
(Mandawali, Fazalpur);
Mandawali Village; Park,
Lake and Woodland area in
Rajouri Garden (Near Tihar
Village); Barwala, and
Jhatikara Lakes.”District
Grievance Committee
constitutedShri Gopal Rai
said, “Responding to com-

plaints about lakes is the
most important component
of lake development and
repair. So far, the research
has identified encroach-
ment, sewage discharge,
and solid waste disposal as
important challenges. To
address these concerns and
promote lake development,
a District Grievance
Committee has been consti-
tuted. They will be in charge
of checking and monitoring
these lakes on a regular
basis. They will also take
care of any complaints
about the lake.He conclud-
ed, “The Kejriwal
Government is dedicated to
preserving Delhi's lakes and
making it more tourist-
friendly.”

Kejriwal Govt. to develop and revamp 20 lakes in Delhi in
accordance with international standards: Gopal Rai

Kejriwal Government
takes up a unique initia-
tive to make India tobac-
co free  opens country's
first National Resource
Centre for Oral Health
and Tobacco Cessation
in the national capital

Can tolerate anything but not corruption

Briefs News
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To ensure quick medical
attention to patients experi-
encing sudden cardiac
arrests in public places, the
Delhi government is plan-
ning to install automated

external defibrillators
(AED) — a medical device
designed to analyse the
heart rhythm and restore it
to normal through con-
trolled electric shocks — in
crowded areas like bus
stops, marketplaces and
railway stations, with offi-
cials saying that teams will
soon begin a mapping exer-
cise to identify possible
locations to install the
devices.

A senior official of the
Delhi government’s health
department said that the
idea is to ensure basic car-
diac life support to a
patient in the case of a med-
ical emergency before they
are hospitalised.

“We will be installing
portable AEDs with detailed
manuals that will enlist the
proper way to use this
device by common people
with ease in case of a med-
ical emergency. These will
essentially be like the fire
equipment that you see in
malls and office spaces.
This will be a very impor-
tant tool to use in case
someone faces a medical
emergency, such as a heart
attack, in a public place till
the time they receive prop-
er hospital care,” the health
official said.

The health department
exercise was prompted by
directions issued by the
Delhi high court.

Delhi govt to install external
defibrillators in public places

Stresses on bringing awareness for tobacco prevention

Aam Aadmi Party is committed to honesty; I am proud of Bhagwant Mann,

we will not let anyone betray Bharat Mata : Arvind Kejriwal
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Tussle over fuel taxes
In a bid to tame inflation, the Union Government has
slashed excise duty on petrol and diesel by Rs 8 and Rs 6
per litre, respectively. The Centre claims to have done its job
and has put the onus on the states to reduce VAT on fuel to
provide respite to consumers. Among the non-BJP-ruled
states, Maharashtra, Rajasthan and Kerala have promptly
lowered VAT, but others such as Tamil Nadu and West
Bengal say it is unfair and unreasonable to expect states to
bring down their taxes and bear heavy loss of revenue.
Telangana and Chhattisgarh have even asked the Centre to
scrap cess on fuel in order to restore prices to the 2014
level. In an unsavoury war of words, the Union Government
and the Opposition-ruled states are accusing each other of
fleecing hapless end-users. No political party can afford to
take an ambiguous stand on fuel prices and taxes as their
fluctuations impact the voting public on a daily basis. It is
no mere coincidence that petrol and diesel rates are usual-
ly lowered or kept unchanged whenever an election is
around the corner and then raised once the poll din ends.
Both the Centre and the states chose to maximise their
gains from the sale of fuel during the better part of the two
Covid years. Though the pandemic has subsided, the
Russia-Ukraine war has hit global crude oil supplies in
recent months. According to a report of the Petroleum
Planning & Analysis Cell of the Ministry of Petroleum &
Natural Gas, India’s crude oil imports increased by 14.3 per
cent during April 2022 as compared to the corresponding
period of the previous year, even as the production of
indigenous crude oil last month fell by 0.9 per cent in com-
parison with April 2021. With the political battle lines so
sharply drawn, it is naïve to expect Central and state gov-
ernments to agree on a fuel tax structure that minimises the
damage on the revenue front. But they can certainly do a
better job of balancing economic considerations.

G Parthasarathy

Eyebrows were raised in Delhi when US President Joe
Biden remarked last month that India was being ‘some-
what shaky’ on its policies on the Russian military inter-
vention in Ukraine. This was barely a month after the four
leaders of Quad PM Modi, Australian PM Scott Morrison,
Japan’s PM Fumio Kishida, and President Biden held a virtu-
al summit on March 3. It was made clear publicly that they
discussed developments in Ukraine, including the humani-
tarian implications of recent developments. Modi placed
emphasis on a return to dialogue and diplomacy, while
respecting international law and the sovereignty of nations.
The latest Quad meeting is being held in Tokyo today. While
Biden’s comments astonished many in India, the fact
remains that he did support the India-US nuclear deal con-
cluded by PM Manmohan Singh and President George Bush
Jr., which led to the end of global nuclear sanctions against
India. The Vice-President outranks even PMs in diplomatic
protocol. Yet in 2011, the then V-P Biden undertook a three-
hour drive from Islamabad to meet the Pak army chief in
Rawalpindi.

The discussions of Quad in Washington DC involved
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh and External Affairs
Minister Jaishankar on the Indian side, and their hosts
Secretary of State Blinken and Defence Secretary Lloyd
Austin. The talks covered issues ranging from enhancing
production of vaccines to environment and economic
development. There was a clear stress on ‘adherence to
international law to meet the challenges to the rules-based
order, including in the South China Sea’. China has violated
the International Law of Seas with its neighbours. While a
few members of ASEAN like Indonesia may challenge
China’s maritime claims, there are others that refuse to do
so, primarily because of fear. This was evident in the sum-
mit meeting that Biden hosted recently in Washington for
the heads of government of ASEAN countries.

Biden’s views on India have been known from time to
time. It is clear that he is determined to be firm in dealing
with China, including on issues of US support for Taiwan.
He has, however, not issued any statement on helping out
Sri Lanka, when it is in dire need of economic assistance.
The Biden administration’s approach appears focused on
getting the World Bank and IMF to analyse Sri Lanka’s cri-
sis, and act to meet its needs. He has, however, mended
fences with UAE ruler Sheikh Zayed by sending his Vice-
President Kamala Harris and Secretary of State Blinken to
offer condolences on the recent demise of Sheikh Zayed’s
father. His past strong references to actions by Saudi Crown
Prince Salman have, however, earned him the wrath of the
most powerful leader in the Islamic world. All this would
suggest that we are dealing with a US President who is
given to being harsh, and perhaps even impulsive. Biden,
however, has highly experienced personal advisers like his
National Security Adviser (NSA), and the Secretaries of
State and Defence for dealing with China. Moreover, Kurt
Campbell, the White House coordinator for the Indo-Pacific,
is said to have realistic perspectives on the challenges
posed by China across the Indo-Pacific.

Biden makes his likes and dislikes known openly. What
is not known is his special regard for Pakistani Generals,
notably four-star Generals. Unlike his predecessor, Biden
has an intense dislike for former Pakistan PM Imran Khan,
which only grew because of Imran’s visit to Russia, which
coincided with Russian forces entering Ukraine. Biden’s
displeasure was conveyed to Islamabad by Pakistan’s
ambassador in Washington. But what was not so well
known, was the regard that Biden has for the Pakistan
army. Two such incidents make an interesting reading.

The Vice-President of a country outranks even PMs in
diplomatic protocol. Yet on January 13, 2011, the then Vice-
President Biden undertook a three-hour drive from the res-
idence of his host, PM Syed Raza Gilani in Islamabad, to
meet the then army chief Gen Ashfaq Parvez Kayani, in
Rawalpindi, the headquarters of the Pakistan army. Barely,
four months after this meeting, commandos from the US
Naval Special Warfare Development Group raided a house
in Abbottabad and killed Osama bin Laden. Biden’s affection
for the Pakistan military, however, continued. He thereafter,
gave an unprecedented welcome at the White House to
Pakistan’s next army chief, Gen Raheel Sharif, in 2015.
According to a White House statement, Biden ‘reaffirmed
the United States interest in building a strong partnership
with Pakistan that addresses our shared concerns on coun-
terterrorism, economic and regional security concerns’.
The US is now building bridges with a somewhat shaky
coalition government headed by Shehbaz Sharif. Despite
these complications and contradictions in US policies.

Way ahead for Quad
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OPINION

Prime Minister Modi visited
Lumbini, the birthplace of
Lord Buddha, in Nepal on
Buddha Purnima, May 16. It
was a visit of just a few
hours but pregnant with
symbolism, underscoring
the common Buddhist her-
itage and this special civili-
sational link binding India
and Nepal. With Nepal
Prime Minister Sher
Bahadur Deuba having vis-
ited India in April, the two
high-level interactions have
the potential of swinging
India-Nepal ties in the
upward direction in the
near future.

Nepal is generally
understood in India as a
Hindu country, giving rise to
ideas that it should declare
itself as a Hindu State and
not remain secular, as under
its 2015 Constitution.
However, the Nepalis are
sensitive of their being
under-recognised as the
land of the Buddha; indeed,
the most common car stick-
er in Kathmandu is ‘Buddha
was born in Nepal’.
Hopefully, Modi’s visit to
Lumbini has helped
assuage such feelings on
their part.

The visit was also an
important geopolitical sig-
nal, given the Chinese push
to assert a certain Buddhist
identity of theirs, including
through helping build an
international airport at
Bhairawa, near Lumbini.
For obvious reasons, Modi
flew from Delhi to a newly
built international airport
on the Indian side of the
border, at Kushinagar,
before flying to Lumbini.
The security and geopoliti-
cal dimensions apart, the
use of the Kushinagar air-

port draws attention of
those interested in the
Buddhist pilgrimage circuit
to the attractiveness of
using this airport with its
convenient access to both
Lumbini and the major
Buddhist sites in India.

Not unsurprisingly, five
of the six agreements
exchanged at Lumbini after
bilateral talks between the
two PMs pertained to edu-
cation and strengthening of
cultural ties between the
two countries. The sixth
was in the critical area of
hydropower cooperation,
allotting Arun 4, a 679-MW
project, to Shimla-based
SJVNL, which is already
building the 900-MW Arun
3 hydropower project in
Nepal. Given the growing
global movement away
from fossil fuels, Nepal and
India need to energise their
hydropower cooperation
for mutual and global bene-

fits, with game-changing
implications for Nepal’s
economy.

India-Nepal ties tend to
oscillate, given the propen-
sity of Nepali politicians to
beat the drum of national-
ism, which in Nepal is
essentially anti-India identi-
ty politics. This was particu-
larly the case when KP
Sharma Oli was the PM. He
amended the constitution,
incorporating some Indian
territory in Uttarakhand in
Nepal. This may just be a
cartographic aggression,
but has long-term implica-
tions and raises nationalist
hackles. Indeed, nearly the
entire Parliament in Nepal,
including the current PM,
Sher Bahadur Deuba, who
was then Leader of the
Opposition, voted in favour
of the amendment. Nepali
politicians also unhesitat-
ingly play the Chinese card,
which, given the vastly

increased Chinese financial
clout, has created a serious-
ly challenging political
space for India in Nepal in
recent years. To its credit,
though, Nepal has been
conservative in partaking of
economic activities that
could propel it into a debt
trap. And then, there is the
growing and noticeable
influence of the West in
Nepal, including in the polit-
ical sphere. Systematically,
this tryst of Nepal with glob-
alisation can only have chal-
lenging implications for
India in time.

The general feeling in
India is that a government
led by Deuba’s Nepali
Congress is better for India-
Nepal ties, given its demo-
cratic traditions and ties
with Indian political leaders.
Keeping with the times, the
Prime Minister burnished
these links by visiting the
BJP headquarters while in

Delhi. This was, in all prob-
ability, a first by any Head of
State/Government on an
official visit to Delhi. He also
visited Benaras, the city
with abiding ties to Nepal in
the cultural, educational and
religious spheres, but, more
importantly, being Modi’s
parliamentary constituency.
Incidentally, Prime Minister
Deuba's spouse, Arzu Rana
Deuba, who is increasingly
emerging as a major leader
in her own right in the
Nepali Congress, has stud-
ied at St Bede’s College,
Shimla, and Panjab
University.

Nepal will see elections
in 2022 at all three levels —
local, provincial and federal.
While the latter two are like-
ly towards the end of the
year, elections in over 750
municipalities (Kathmandu,
smaller cities and rural
municipalities) were held
on May 13 and the results
are in the process of being
declared. These are a
barometer of popular mood
and could indicate the direc-
tion of the results of the
provincial and federal elec-
tions. Unlike 2017, when
the UML (the communist
party of Oli) were the clear
winners, the results so far
are showing a mixed bag,
The Nepali Congress
appears to have around 43
per cent of the top posts in
these local bodies while the
UML has 27 per cent.
However, the Maoists — the
party of former Prime
Minister Prachanda —
appears to have done sur-
prisingly well and is likely
to bag around 16 per cent of
the posts. In 2017, Oli,
encouraged by the Chinese,
engineered.

THE leaders of the
Quadrilateral Dialogue, aka
Quad, meet in an in-person
summit in Tokyo today. An
important aim is to show
the world that events in
Ukraine will not be allowed
to shift the focus away from
the Indo-Pacific. But the
bonhomie will barely hide
the fact that the Russian
invasion of Ukraine has,
indeed, impacted not just
Europe, but Indo-Pacific
security as well.

This time around, the
US is using the Quad sum-
mit to flesh out its Indo-
Pacific economic & social
agenda. The US and India
are also using the Quad
summit to shore up their
bilateral ties in North-east
Asia. President Joe Biden
reached Tokyo after a bilat-
eral visit to South Korea,
PM Narendra Modi arrived
on Monday, a day before the
summit to engage his
Japanese counterparts in
official bilateral discus-
sions. As of now, the Quad’s
formal agenda is modest. It
remains a platform for lead-
ers of the four countries to
meet each other collectively
and bilaterally. Meetings
have so far taken up the
issue of providing vaccines,
building supply chains and
working together in the
area of critical technologies,
mitigating climate change
and providing humanitari-
an relief. An unstated aspect
of the Quad grouping is
supply-chain resilience and
the need to have a chain
which is not linked to China.
Importantly, this time
around, the US is using the
summit to flesh out its Indo-
Pacific economic and social
agenda through the Indo-
Pacific Economic
Framework (IPEF), which
was launched on Monday.

The Quad’s security
mandate is to constrain the
rise of China, though it
remains coy about saying
so openly. It insists that it is
not targeting any third

country. That is not taken
seriously by Beijing which
uses every opportunity to
attack the Quad and its
meetings. Formal military
ties within the Quad are tri-
lateral (AUKUS) or bilateral
(US-Japan, US-Australia),
but there is a security coop-
eration, say, between US
and India, or India and
Japan and Australia. Then
there is the Malabar naval
exercise which now fea-
tures all four members of
the Quad. By his trip to Asia
Biden seems to be wanting
to shift the American focus
back to the Indo-Pacific. Yet,
there should be no doubt
that the attention of the US
has been wrenched away to
Ukraine. The US is spending
a huge amount of money
(some $54 billion by the
last count), as well as effort
to supply the beleaguered
country with military assis-
tance. By way of compari-
son, the Indo-Pacific project
is getting lesser time and
resources. The recent US-
ASEAN summit in
Washington earlier this
month sought to under-
score the centrality of
ASEAN in the Indo-Pacific
scheme of things. But the

US monetary commitments
have been modest. With the
ASEAN they announced
$150 million in initiatives in
infrastructure, security, pan-
demic preparedness and
clean energy which are
expected to mobilise bil-
lions of dollars of private
financing. All said, actual
results from these initia-
tives remain to be seen in
the future.

Most countries in the
region have signed up for
the Comprehensive and
Progressive Agreement for
Trans-Pacific Partnership
(CPTPP), which came into
force on January 1. The
ASEAN, Japan and South
Korea have been frustrated
by the US inability to step
up economic engagement
ever since the then US
President Trump walked
out of the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) in 2017.
American policy in the
Indo-Pacific, said a critic,
was “all guns and no butter.”
The Biden Administration
shows no signs of taking up
the challenge. It has stayed
out of the CPTPP. And now
it has launched the IPEF,
projected as a flexible pro-
gramme with four pillars to

tackle issues such as infra-
structure, supply chain
resilience, clean energy and
digital trade. India is on the
list of 13 countries that
have signed up for the IPEF.
Along with the US, it has the
distinction of being neither
with the CPTPP nor the
RCEP. Just how the IPEF will
work remains to be seen.
But it will clearly not pro-
vide the expanded market
access or tariff concessions
for its participants as the
FTAs do.

On the security front,
the Quad is confronted with
a whole new situation with
the Russian invasion of
Ukraine. Almost immedi-
ately, it raised concerns
over the possibility of a sim-
ilar Chinese move on
Taiwan. In early March, for
the first time, the US and UK
held talks on cooperating to
reduce the chances of a war
with China over Taiwan.
Earlier this month in
London, Japanese Prime
Minister Fumio Kishida
warned that the invasion of
Ukraine could be replicated
in Taiwan by China. He said
that such a move would
threaten Japan’s survival
and international security.

More recently US Joint
Chiefs of Staff chief Gen
Mark Miley declared that
China planned to invade
Taiwan by 2027.

One consequence of
these developments is that
the Japanese have now
committed to double their
defence budget and reach
the ‘NATO-standard’ 2 per
cent of their GDP. Given the
size of the Japanese econo-
my this will have significant
consequences. It will over-
take India to be the third
highest military spender in
the world. The rising
salience of the Taiwan issue
suggests that New Delhi
needs to carefully think its
way through the security
dimension of the Quad.
While there is need to step
up interaction with Taipei,
India is certainly not ready
to play the kind of role other
Quad members like Japan,
the US and Australia are
expected to play in the
event of a crisis. As it is, on
the burning issue of the day
the Russian invasion of
Ukraine the Quad is not
quite united. Even though
its three partners have not
made it an issue, India’s
Russia-leaning.

India-Nepal ties set for an upward swing

US shifting focus back to Indo-Pacific

Manjeev Singh Puri

Manoj Joshi

As of now, the Quad’s
formal agenda is mod-
est. It remains a plat-
form for leaders of the
four countries to meet
each other collectively
and bilaterally.
Meetings have so far
taken up the issue of
providing vaccines,
building supply chains,
mitigating climate
change and providing
humanitarian relief. An
unstated aspect of the
Quad grouping is sup-
ply-chain resilience
and the need to have a
chain which is not
linked to China.

The US-led Indo-Pacific Economic Framework was launched on Monday amid protests. 

Nepali politicians
unhesitatingly
play the Chinese
card, which, given
the vastly
increased Chinese
financial clout,
has created a
challenging politi-
cal space for India
in Nepal in recent
years. To its cred-
it, though, Nepal
has been conser-
vative in partak-
ing of economic
activities that
could propel it
into a debt trap.
Then, there is the
growing influence
of the West in
Nepal. This tryst of
Nepal with global-
isation can only
have challenging
implications for
India.

Modi’s recent visit to Lumbini undescores this special civilisational link binding India and Nepal.
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UK Partygate scandal:
Police have investigated
the event as part of their
probe into "Partygate"
and fined one person, but
not Johnson.

LONDON: (AGENCY)

UK Prime Minister Boris
Johnson on Tuesday faced
renewed accusations of
lying, after photos emerged
of him drinking at a
Downing Street party dur-
ing lockdown in 2020.

The revelations came
as a senior civil servant was
expected to publish her
long-awaited full report into
the "Partygate" scandal,
despite claims that Johnson
was trying to have it
dropped.

A slew of revelations
earlier this year about lock-
down-breaking parties
caused widespread political
and public anger, and put
Johnson's position in jeop-
ardy.

But the heat was taken
out of a potential mutiny
from his own MPs by the
war in Ukraine, and his
hawkish support for
President Volodymyr
Zelensky.

The photos published
late Monday by ITV News
were taken during a leaving
party for Johnson's commu-

nications chief Lee Cain on
November 13, 2020, days
after the government
ordered a second lockdown,
and banned household mix-
ing. Johnson can be seen
raising a glass and chatting
with several people around
a table with bottles of wine
and food.

Police have investigat-
ed the event as part of their
probe into "Partygate" and
fined one person, but not
Johnson. When he was
asked in parliament last
December about the gath-
ering, he insisted there was
no party on that date and
that no rules were broken.

Johnson has been fined
over a surprise birthday
party he attended at
Downing Street in June

2020, but was not fined for
any other event.

The deputy leader of
the main opposition Labour
party, Angela Rayner, said it
was "astonishing" that
Johnson was not fined for
the November gathering.

She told ITV News that
it looked "pretty clear" there
was a party that was not a
work event, calling it "pret-
ty shocking" he had not
been fined for it.

"He knew that he broke
the rules, and he's known it
all along and yet he's tried to
get away with it," she added.
"He's tried to lie to the
British public, and he's tried
to lie to parliament," Rayner
said. But Transport
Secretary Grant Shapps
sought to defend Johnson

on Tuesday, saying the new
pictures showed he was
"clearly not" partying. "It
looks to me he was asked to
go and thank a member of
staff who was leaving, raises
a glass to them and I imag-
ine comes in and out pretty
quick, which is presumably
why the police have not
issued a fixed-penalty notice
to the Prime Minister,"
Shapps told BBC radio.
Shapps said he did not
think London's
Metropolitan police needed
to explain why Johnson had
not been fined over the
event. The Times newspa-
per reported on Tuesday
that Johnson had put pres-
sure on civil servant Sue
Gray to drop her much-
anticipated report. Sky

News quoted sources as
saying Johnson had ques-
tioned what more would be
left to say after the police
concluded their work.
Rayner joined a chorus of
opposition voices calling for
the Gray report to be pub-
lished "as soon as possible".

"The full report -- and
all the evidence -- must be
published without delay,"
she tweeted.

"Anything less will
amount to a further cover
up from this deceitful,
untrustworthy PM."

The Met said on
Thursday that they had
completed their "Partygate"
probe, issuing a total of 126
fines related to multiple
gatherings in and around
Downing Street.

Those fined include
Johnson, his wife Carrie and
finance minister Rishi
Sunak.

Johnson's fine -- the
first for a sitting British
prime minister -- prompted
calls for him to resign or be
forced out.

He has apologised for
the breach of Covid regula-
tions but has refused to
quit. He is also facing an
investigation by a parlia-
mentary committee into his
past denials of lockdown
lawbreaking to the House of
Commons.

COLOMBO: (AGENCY)

The Sri Lankan Cabinet has
approved seeking a 500
million dollar loan from the
Exim Bank of India for the
purchase of petroleum
products amid a severe for-
eign exchange crisis in the
island nation. Sri Lanka has
been mulling different
options to facilitate meas-
ures to prevent fuel pumps
from going dry, as the coun-
try faces a severe foreign
exchange crisis to pay for its
imports.

The country is grap-
pling with an unprecedent-
ed economic turmoil, the
worst since its independ-
ence from Britain in 1948. It
is struggling with a shortage
of almost all essentials, due
to the lack of dollars to pay
for the imports.

At the Cabinet meeting
held on Monday, a proposal
was approved to seek an
Indian Exim Bank loan to
purchase fuel, Energy
Minister Kanchana
Wijesekera said on
Tuesday.

"In the present eco-
nomic conditions prevailing
approval was granted for
the proposal by the power
and energy minister to seek
a 500 million dollar loan
from the Indian Exim Bank
for the purchase of petrole-
um products," a Cabinet
note said. Sri Lanka had
already received 500 mil-
lion dollars from the Exim

Bank of India and another
200 million from the State
Bank of India for oil pur-
chases, Mr Wijesekara said.

From June, Sri Lanka is
estimated to need 530 mil-

lion US dollars for fuel
imports in the current forex
crisis. Crisis-hit Sri Lanka
on Tuesday and also raised
the petrol price by 24.3 per-
cent and diesel by 38.4 per-
cent, a record hike in fuel
prices amidst the country's
worst economic crisis due
to the shortage of foreign
exchange reserves.

On Monday, India said
it has delivered around
40,000 metric tonnes of
petrol to Sri Lanka, days
after supplying 40,000 met-
ric tonnes of diesel under
the Indian credit line to help
ease the acute fuel shortage.

India extended an addi-
tional USD 500 million
credit line to Sri Lanka last
month to help the neigh-

bouring country import fuel
as it has been struggling to
pay for imports after its for-
eign exchange reserves
plummeted sharply in
recent times, causing a

devaluation of its currency
and spiralling inflation.

The economic crisis
has also triggered a political
crisis in Sri Lanka and a
demand for the resignation
of President Gotabaya
Rajapaksa. 

The crisis had forced
prime minister Mahinda
Rajapaksa, the elder brother
of the president, to resign
on May 9. 

An inflation rate spi-
ralling towards 40 percent,
shortages of food, fuel and
medicines and rolling
power blackouts have led to
nationwide protests and a
plunging currency, with the
government short of the
foreign currency reserves it
needed to pay for imports.

New Photos Show UK's Boris Johnson
Drinking At Lockdown Party

Sri Lanka Seeks $500 Million Loan
From India For Fuel Costs Amid Crisis

TAIPEI: (AGENCY)

Billed a COVID-19 success
story as its economy
boomed through the pan-
demic, Taiwan is now bat-
tling a record wave of infec-
tions as it eases restrictions
that had kept outbreaks at
bay to start life with the
virus. For the whole of
2021, Taiwan reported less
than 15,000 locally trans-
mitted cases. Now, it's regis-
tering around 80,000 cases
a day - a startling reversal
after the effectiveness of its
long-standing zero-COVID
policy won it international
praise. "We could no longer
achieve the goal of zero
COVID because it was too
contagious," former vice
president Chen Chien-jen,
an epidemiologist, said in a
video released by the ruling
Democratic Progressive
Party on Sunday. Most cases
in Taiwan are of the less
severe Omicron variant,
with more than 99.7% of
cases exhibiting mild or no
symptoms, he said.

"This is a crisis but also
an opportunity, allowing us
to walk out of the shadow of
COVID-19 quickly," Chen

said. Despite a peak of infec-
tion forecast for this week,
the government is deter-
mined to end a policy that
included largely closing its
borders. It has relaxed
restrictions, such as short-

ening mandatory quaran-
tines, in what it calls the
"new Taiwan model" - grad-
ually living with the virus
and avoiding shutting down
the economy.

Unlike some countries
where new case spikes
overwhelmed medical sys-
tems and disrupted every-
day life, Taiwan hospital
beds earmarked for COVID
patients are at 56% occu-
pancy. Shops, restaurants
and gyms remain open, and
gatherings continue, with

mandatory mask-wearing.
Still, the island of 23.5

million people is recording
40 to 50 deaths a day, bring-
ing its year-to-date total to
625 deaths. Deaths stood at
838 from 2020 through to

end-2021. Taiwan's
approach stands in contrast
with China, where strict
measures to control out-
breaks have led to the pro-
longed lockdown of
Shanghai - a city of 25 mil-
lion people - and movement
curbs in numerous cities
including Beijing. Former
vice president Chen said
Taiwan would be ready to
reopen to tourists when 75-
80% of the population had
received a third vaccination
shot. The rate currently

stands at 64%. Taiwan is
focusing on eliminating
serious illness while easing
disruptions, allowing milder
cases to see doctors online
with home delivery of oral
antiviral products.

Health Minister Chen
Shih-chung said on Monday
that Taiwan aims to keep
the death rate below 0.1%.
The current rate is around
0.06% and rising slowly.

Opposition parties said
the government was ill-pre-
pared, citing an initial short-
age of home rapid test kits
when cases started spiking
last month, and criticised it
for moving too slowly to
secure vaccines for children
under 12.

The surge in cases is
now sparking new precau-
tions. Starting this week,
classes in Taipei schools
were moved online while
subway ridership has fallen
to about half average levels.
"Taiwan didn't really have a
choice. Naturally, we need
to move on to coexist with
the virus," said Shih Hsin-ru,
who leads the Research
Center for Emerging Viral
Infections at Taiwan's
Chang Gung University.

Taiwan Was A Covid Success Story In
2021. Now, It Has 80,000 A Day

Note 
1. The above is an extract of the detailed format of quarterly and year end financial results filed with the stock exchange under

regulation 33 of the SEBI (Listing obliga tions and disclosure requirements) Regulations 2015. the full format of the 
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2. The above Financial results have been reviewed and recommended by Audit com mittee and have been approved and 
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SITAL LEASING AND FINANCE LTD
CIN: L65910HR1983PLC050169

Regd.Office No. 322, 3rd Floor,SS Plaza Commercial Complex, Mayfield Garden, Sector-47 Gurgaon-122001  

Corp. Off: 16/121-122, Jain Bhawan, Faiz Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi-110005                                              

Email Id: sitalleasing83@gmail.com, Website: www.sitalleasingfinance.com 

Ph: 9891709895

Standalone Audited Financial Result for the Quarter and year Ended 31.03.2022

Note 
1. The above is an extract of the detailed format of quarterly and year end financial results filed with the stock exchange under regulation 

33 of the SEBI (Listing obligations and disclosure requirements) Regulations 2015. the full format of the quarterly and year end 
financial results are available on the company's website www.sunshinecapital.in

2. The above Financial results have been reviewed and recommended by Audit committee and have been approved and taken on record
by the Board of Directors at its meeting held on 24th May 2022.

3. The audit as required under Regulation 33 of the SEBI(Listing Obligation and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015 has been 
completed by the auditors of the Company and the related report is being submitted to the Concerned stock exchange.

Date: 24.05.2022
Place:  New Delhi

For and on behalf of board of directors of
SUNSHINE CAPITAL LIMITED 

SURENDRA KUMAR JAIN
(Managing Director)

DIN: 00530035
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CALCUTTA : (AGENCY)

The beaming floodlights as
well as the facade lights at
Eden Gardens aren’t just
indications that the city will
be hosting a big cricket
match again, it also lights up
the passion in the cricket-
crazy citizens, building up
the atmosphere for a grand
spectacle. In these Covid
times, cricket at the Eden is
about embracing normal
life tighter than ever before.
So far, the iconic venue has
hosted four international
matches since the outbreak
of the pandemic, but with
limited capacity.

The India-New Zealand
T20I last November did
have a sizeable turnout,
though it was an inconse-
quential game. But on that
occasion too, the stadium
was allowed to host the
game with 70 per cent
capacity, while in the India-
West Indies T20Is, the per-
centage had been reduced
further.

However, this time
around, with Covid-19 still
in a slumber after the third
wave and the restrictions
also no longer existing, the
Eden can stage a game at
100 per cent of its capacity,
which will be a first since

the India-Bangladesh pink
ball day-night Test of
November 2019.

No wonder the craze for
tickets, especially for
Wednesday’s Eliminator
featuring Lucknow Super
Giants and Royal

Challengers Bangalore,
appears to be never-ending.
Why? The answer is obvi-
ous. To watch Virat Kohli,
who’s back in form, bat at a
venue where he has had a
fair amount of success as a
batsman. Not just the

Eliminator, expect a chock-
a-block Eden during
Tuesday’s Qualifier I as well
when Gujarat Titans and
Rajasthan Royals vie for a
berth in the final of IPL
2022. “Of course, you’re
always excited to come back
to a ground where you
made your (international)
debut,” Titans pacer
Mohammed Shami, who
made his Test debut at the
Eden in November 2013,
said on Monday.

“Alongside having good
knowledge of the condi-
tions, it’s always a different
feeling playing at home. We
do get pumped up playing in
front of the Eden crowd,”
Shami emphasised. The
Cricket Association of
Bengal, too, deserves credit
for ensuring a quick repair
of the areas affected by
Saturday’s Nor’wester. The
front glass window of the
media box was back in
shape by Sunday afternoon
itself and so were the other
parts.

NEW DELHI : (AGENCY)

Quinton de Kock has been
in sizzling form for new-
comers Lucknow Super
Giants in IPL 2022. In their
concluding match of the
group league, the South
African almost single-hand-
edly fashioned their victory
against Kolkata Knight
Riders with a 140 not out
off 70 balls. In 14 matches,
he has 502 runs at a strike
rate of 149.40, and
Lucknow’s fortunes
on Wednesday will
largely depend on his
ability to propel the
innings in their
Eliminator against
Royal Challengers
Bangalore at Eden
Gardens. The 29-year-
old De Kock spoke to
The Telegraph recent-
ly. Excerpts:

You have played for
RCB, SRH, Mumbai Indians
and now Lucknow Super
Giants. Is there any T20
template for success in
franchise leagues around
the world?

Yes, obviously there is a
T20 template around the
world but in every game
things are different and
ever changing. So it’s hard
to say what the template is.

Obviously guys are getting
better at their skills and
there is more emphasis on
certain aspects of the game
because of T20 cricket.

How do you see
Lucknow Super Kings’
chances in the playoffs? We
are in a very good position
this year. We are absolutely
happy with the way we
have performed and where
we are at this point. I think
we have a good chance

going forward.
Did you admire any

cricketer in the T20 format
and wanted to imbibe some
of his aspects in your game?
Can you explain the reasons
for such admiration. Not
any T20 cricketer as such... I
am not worried about how
others play. I have never
tried to imbibe aspects of
any other cricketer into my
game. I’ve just tried to make
my game stronger. I haven’t

looked at anyone...
Obviously there are one or
two guys doing really well
but I wouldn’t say I would
imbibe any of those aspects
into my game.

You have held the
innings together batting at
the top of the order for
Mumbai Indians and
Lucknow Super Giants.
Your getting runs often
makes the difference
between winning and los-

ing. Do you enjoy such a
responsibility and excel
in such a role ?

After being around
for so long, it now comes
naturally to me. I have
always been an opening
batter in the shorter for-
mats... that responsibility
has always been there
for any team that I have
played for. I enjoy it since

I get lot more time to bat
compared to say at No. 6 or
7, especially in T20 cricket,
where you have a handful of
balls to face. When opening,
you get a lot more opportu-
nities. That is just about
why I prefer opening.

Given a choice would
you try the role of a finisher,
maybe batting a bit lower
down the order? What
would your approach be, if
say 35 is needed.

Take your seat, Eden Gardens
ready to serve it hot

NEW DELHI : (AGENCY)

Rajasthan Royals’ social
media team put out an
enthralling video on Sunday
evening. On their flight
from Mumbai to Calcutta,
35,000 feet above sea level,
Ravichandran Ashwin was
making swift moves on the
chess board. His chess play-
er’s cunning has got full
vent both with the bat and
ball in this IPL. There isn’t a
more versatile and evolving
cricketer than the wily off-
spinner in world cricket
today. He’s always trying to
reinvent himself, setting
fresh goals every passing
day.

Three years ago his
future in limited overs
cricket was uncertain but
he has rewritten the script
not many dreamt was pos-
sible. At 35, he has the drive
to breach boundaries and
has recast himself as a pre-
mier all-rounder in T20

cricket. “Feels like a million
dollars,” Ravichandran
Ashwin beamed after
receiving his Man of the
Match award against
Chennai Super Kings. His
unbeaten 23-ball 40 had
sealed their berth in
Qualifier 1 against Gujarat
Titans with a second-spot
finish.

Credit should also go to
the Royals team manage-
ment, led by head coach
Kumar Sangakkara, for
trusting Ashwin’s abilities.

In the bang-bang world of
T20 cricket, he performed
the role of a floater in the
batting order to perfection.
In the process, he also
became the first batter in
the history of the IPL to
willingly retire out, walking
off the ground in the 19th
over of Rajasthan’s match
against Lucknow Super
Giants. The stats are reveal-
ing: he has 183 runs at a
strike rate of 146.40 besides
11 wickets at an economy
of 7.14. “Rajasthan Royals

should be credited for
showing faith in Ashwin’s
all-round abilities... No fran-
chise has ever utilised
Ashwin’s batting talent
before... They have under-
stood his true potential,”
Harbhajan Singh said on
Star Sports. Given the flour-
ish, it will be impossible for
the national selectors to
ignore Ashwin’s claims dur-
ing the T20 World Cup in
Australia. None can forget
his exploits and experience
of bowling on the hard
Australian pitches and
together with Yuzvendra
Chahal forms a lethal com-
bination. His bowling skills
in Tests have also now been
replicated in the T20s. His
rhythm has been outstand-
ing and control impeccable.
When most spinners would
try to contain batsmen, he
has always dared to play the
attacking role. There has
been the carrom ball or the
occasional.

I will definitely be around
IPL next year: De Villiers

JOHANNESBURG : (AGENCY)

The legendary AB de Villiers said he will "definitely"
return to the IPL next year as part of the Royal
Challengers Bangalore squad, but he is not sure in what
capacity. De Villiers had been a big part of RCB family
before he retired from all forms of cricket last year.

De Villiers' former
skipper and teammate
Virat Kohli had earlier
this month said that he
was hopeful the South
African great will be
back at the RCB in a
new role next year.

"I am glad to hear
Virat confirmed it. To

be honest, we haven't decided on anything yet. I will def-
initely be around IPL next year. I am not sure in what
capacity but I am missing getting back there," De Villiers
told VUSport.

"I have a heard a little bird tweeting, saying that there
might be some games in Bangalore. So I would love to
return to my second hometown and watch the full capac-
ity stadium there at the Chinnaswamy again. I would love
to return, I am looking forward to it." De villiers has
scored 5162 runs, including three hundreds and 40
fifties, at an average of 39.71 for RCB.

East Bengal in talks with
Manchester United and oth-
ers for ownership: Ganguly

CALCUTTA : (AGENCY)

In what could be a game-changing move for the strug-
gling East Bengal, EPL giants Manchester United may
end up taking the ownership of one of oldest football
clubs in the country. BCCI President and former India
captain Sourav Ganguly, who is facilitating the deal, told
media that negotiations are on with the 'Red Devils' and
a few others and a clear picture will emerge in about two
weeks. East Bengal were also talking with with
Bangladesh-based conglomerate Bashundhara Group
but it did not lead to any deal. Breaking silence on the
issue for the first time, Ganguly on Tuesday, said, "Yes we
have spoken to them and others also. It will take 10-12
more days to know who will be the entity. Asked
whether the European football giants are coming as an

investor, the Indian
cricket icon said: "No-
no (they are coming)
as an owner."

Ganguly however
refused to delve fur-
ther into it. "It takes
some time. First, let it
reach a stage then we
will make a comment.

I will speak only after there's a concrete development,"
Ganguly said.

Ganguly spoke on the sidelines of a promotional
event related to Cycle Pure Agarbathites. Struggling with
off-the-field issues, the century-old Kolkata giants have
struggled to keep their ties with the investors intact in
recent times that have reflected in poor results.

First it was Bengaluru-based Quess Corp, who exited
after a two-year association despite a three-year agree-
ment, jeopardising their ISL entry. Just when they failed
to rope in any investor, West Bengal chief minister
Mamata Banerjee came to their rescue with a pact with
Shree Cement Ltd as they made last-minute entry into
the ISL 2020-21. The cement conglomerate bought a
majority stake of 76 per cent to help them enter ISL and
follow their bitter rivals Mohun Bagan who merged with
ATK the same season. But East Bengal's association did
not go off well as their executive committee refused to
sign the final agreement, claiming discrepancies in the
initial term. SC East Bengal hired Liverpool legend
Robbie Fowler but due to poor planning and lack of
preparation they finished a lowly ninth in their maiden
ISL season with nine losses.

From Tests to T20s, Ravichandran Ashwin in command
NEW DELHI : (AGENCY)

Only one point separated
Premier League champions
Manchester City and sec-
ond-placed Liverpool.
Third-placed Chelsea fin-

ished with 74 points, a
yawning 18-point gap with
Juergen Klopp’s side. The
final standings of the 2021-
22 Premier League season,
which came to an end on
Sunday, show that the top
two are dictating terms in
England. For others, even
for giants such as
Manchester United, it is just
playing catch-up. This was

City’s fourth league title in
five seasons, the 2019-20
was won by Liverpool after
30 years, underlining the
domination of Pep
Guardiola’s men.

The Spaniard may not
yet have managed to deci-
pher the Champions
League code with City but
when it comes to the
league he has been very
successful. And in Klopp
he has found the perfect
ally. Both push each other
to the limits, bringing out

the best. The Premier
League has always been the
hegemony of the top clubs
barring an odd Blackburn
Rovers or a Leicester. In the
early days it used to be Alex
Ferguson and Manchester
United with Arsene
Wenger’s Arsenal coming
in between. Then with
Roman Abramovich’s
takeover of Chelsea.

EPL: Top two, in a
league of their own

Good chance for Lucknow Super
Giants: Quinton de Kock

Briefs News
CALCUTTA  : (AGENCY)

During the 2014 Qualifier I
between Kolkata Knight
Riders and then Kings XI
Punjab, the wicketkeeper-
batsman was on the Punjab
roster when the two sides
clashed at the Eden. During
his stint with Chennai
Super Kings too, Saha had
visited his home ground on
quite a few occasions as a
member of the visiting con-
tingent.

But for Tuesday’s
Qualifier I, when his team,
Gujarat Titans, face-off
against Rajasthan Royals, it
will be a different occasion.
That is because this game

could mark the beginning of
a permanent “visitor” tag on
Saha at the Eden, unless of
course he changes his mind
about seeking a No-
Objection Certificate from
the Cricket Association of
Bengal (CAB) to ply his
trade elsewhere.

Saha is said to have
been upset by the CAB joint
secretary’s “hurtful” words
questioning his attitude
towards playing for Bengal
and the state association
not even giving him a cour-
tesy call before finalising
the Bengal squad for the
upcoming Ranji Trophy
quarter final. Saha decided
not to play for the state ever

again and went ahead with
seeking the NOC. To go by
what Saha said on the eve of
Qualifier I, it appears he is
mentally prepared to be
called a “visitor” when he

next plays at the Eden,
which has been his home
ground since his Ranji
debut for Bengal in the
2007-08 season.

“I’m representing

Gujarat Titans now, so my
home ground at present is
the Motera stadium (in
Ahmedabad). And since I’m
no longer with KKR, the
Eden is not my home. I look
at it this way,” Saha said on
Monday.

“I have played quite a
few games here in the past,
but at present, this is an
away game for me. 

As for what I’m going to
do after this IPL, I’m not
able to answer that now,”
Saha said. But could this
play on Saha’s mind when
he steps out on the field on
Tuesday? “Not really. He’s a
professional cricketer and
his focus will be on deliver-

ing for his team, so this
shouldn’t be a factor,”
Bengal head coach Arun
Lal told The Telegraph.

Lal, however, added:
“But yeah, such thoughts of
being a visitor at home and
so on, would have never
arisen had Wriddhi not
asked for the NOC. He had
an excellent opportunity at
his disposal to make a
statement, which could
have been a fitting reply to
his critics. 

“It’s something he
could well regret for the
rest of his life. But let’s see
if he somehow changes his
mind after Tuesday’s
game.”

At home, Wriddhiman Saha plays the ‘visitor’

CALCUTTA : (AGENCY)

The fight for a place in the
IPL 2022 final will be fought
at the Eden, when it hosts
Qualifier 1 on Tuesday. But
that is not the only thing
that will occupy the minds
of the Gujarat Titans and
Rajasthan Royals players
and staff, the weather too
will have to be taken seri-
ously.

Although the
Nor’wester has stayed away
since lashing the city on
Saturday evening, with the
skies too having a brighter
look for most part of
Monday, there remains a
possibility of rain during
Tuesday’s game.

The rain forecast will
obviously make both the
team managements do the
necessary homework to
deal with inclement weath-
er, besides making strate-
gies in case the contest runs
into a Super Over.

The Titans, having
reached this far in their
debut year, shouldn’t be hav-
ing any complaints, not
even if the game turns out
to be a complete washout.
Having finished at the top of
the standings after the
group phase, they will be
then declared winners,
according to the fresh IPL
playoff guidelines, and
make the final.

All the speculation and
possibilities aside, this is a
stage where both teams
have to begin from scratch.
The Titans’ bowling is their
strength and has been the
main factor behind their
consistent showing in the
competition. Their formida-
ble pace attack, comprising
Mohammed Shami, Alzarri
Joseph and Yash Dayal, can
put even the strongest of
oppositions under pres-
sure. Then there is ace leg-
spinner Rashid Khan, while
even captain Hardik Pandya

has done a decent job with
the ball.

The Royals’ strength lies
in the presence of some
strong players — opener Jos
Buttler, a finisher in the
form of Shimron Hetmyer
as well as spinners
Yuzvendra Chahal and
Ravichandran Ashwin.
Based on his performance
with the bat lately, the
Royals can trust Ashwin to
score some crucial runs as
well. For the Titans, this is
an opportunity to extend
Buttler’s lean patch, given
the sporting nature of the

Eden wicket. But on the
other side, with just one 50-
plus score in his last few
innings, Buttler too would
be hungry for a big one.

On match eve, he didn’t
really look to be too tense
over his recent form. Before
going out to bat at the nets,
Buttler spent quite some
time talking with the Royals’
team catalyst, Paddy Upton,
and then trudged back
towards the dressing room
to get ready for nets.

How well the teams
make use of the new ball
will also have a say. If the

Titans boast of a strong fast-
bowling group, Royals’
Trent Boult and Prasidh
Krishna too are capable of
making early inroads.

Wriddhiman Saha and
Shubman Gill have been a
reliable opening pair for the
Titans, but they will have
their task cut out against
Boult and Prasidh, particu-
larly the New Zealand quick,
if he gets the ball to nip back
into the two right-handed
batsmen. The much-await-
ed contest, though, could be
between Buttler and Shami.
The senior India pacer has
taken more than 60 per cent
of his 18 wickets in this IPL
inside the Powerplay, which
underlines the importance
of his role in trying to dis-
miss Buttler early or at least
keep him quiet.

If Super Over too isn’t
possible, the team finishing
higher in the standings after
league phase will be
declared winners of the rel-

evant playoff game or final.
For the two Qualifiers

and the Eliminator (having
no reserve days), if one
innings is complete but no
play is possible in the sec-
ond, the DLS method will
come into play to determine
the game result.

May 30 has been kept
aside as a reserve day for
the May 29 final, which will
begin from 8pm, half-an-
hour later than the usual
starting time (7.30pm).

If the final goes ahead as
scheduled on May 29 but
isn’t completed, it will
resume on May 30 at the
point where it had stopped.
Tuesday is likely to be hot
and sweaty. The maximum
temperature is likely to be
around 34-35°C and the
humidity level is likely to be
on the higher side. There is
a possibility of a thunder-
storm in the late afternoon
or evening, said a Met offi-
cial.

Qualifier 1: Clash for final berth with eye on weather
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RBI governor Shaktikanta
Das on Monday hinted at
more interest rate hikes to
bring down elevated infla-
tion, but maintained it
would be premature to fore-
cast if the policy repo rate
will go up to the pre-Covid
level of 5.15 per cent. Das
made these observations in
an interview with CNBC-
TV18. He said the RBI will
normalise liquidity over the
next 2-3 years and that the
monetary policy committee
(MPC) will come out with a
revised inflation forecast in
its June meeting.

Earlier this month in
an off-cycle meeting, the
central bank raised interest
rates for the first time in
almost four years by hiking
the repo rate by 40 basis
points to 4.40 per cent.

The RBI also raised the
cash reserve ratio (CRR) by
50 basis points to suck out
Rs 87,000 crore of liquidity
from the system. The inter-
est rate setting body will
meet from June 6-8 where

it is widely expected to raise
the repo rate again from
4.40 per cent. With the RBI

in withdrawal of accommo-
dation mode, some experts
have forecast that it will
raise the repo rate to the
pre-pandemic level of 5.15
per cent through multiple
revisions. “Expectation of
rate hike, it’s a no-brainer.

There will be some hike but
how much I will not be able
to tell now… to say that 5.15

(per cent) may not be very
accurate,” Das said indicat-
ing that though more rate
actions can be expected, it is
too early to say whether the
repo rate will land at 5.15
per cent after the hikes. In
April RBI had raised its

inflation forecast for the
current fiscal year to 5.7 per
cent from earlier estimate

of 4.5 per cent and lowered
its GDP estimate to 7.2 per
cent from 7.8 per cent for
2022-23.

Das added that both the
RBI and the Government
has entered into another
phase of coordinated action

to cool down inflation.
Referring to the fiscal meas-
ures announced by the
Centre that included reduc-
tion of duties on petrol &
diesel and the wheat export
ban among others, he said
that these measures will
have a sobering impact on
inflation.

Retail inflation has
been above RBI’s upper tol-
erance level of 6 per cent for
four straight months. It
jumped to an 8 year high of
7.8 per cent in April, as
against 6.95 per cent in the
previous month.

“Interest rates in
almost every country today
are negative, except Russia
and Brazil. The target for
inflation for advanced
economies is about 2 per
cent. Except for Japan and
one more country, all
advanced economies have
inflation of over 7 per
cent..We will move towards
positive real rates, but it is
impossible to forecast how
soon because of the evolv-
ing situation,” the governor
said.

MUMBAI  : (AGENCY)

The rupee slipped by 4
paise to close at 77.59 (pro-
visional) against the US dol-
lar on Tuesday, weighed
down by a negative trend in
domestic equities and
unabated foreign fund out-
flows. At the interbank for-
eign exchange market, the
rupee opened lower at
77.56 against the green-
back, and finally settled at
77.59, down 4 paise over its
previous close.

During the trading ses-
sion, the rupee touched an
intra-day low of 77.67 and a
high of 77.51. On Monday,
the rupee recovered from
record lows and settled 15
paise higher at 77.55
against the US currency.

The dollar index, which
gauges the greenback's
strength against a basket of
six currencies, was trading
0.07 per cent lower at 102.
Global oil benchmark Brent
crude futures fell 0.37 per
cent to USD 113 per barrel.

"The Indian rupee
drifted lower after two days
of consolidation on the back

of the risk-averse sentiment
and foreign fund outflows.
The rupee has been under-
performing among Asian
currencies amid a weaker

macro environment and
foreign fund outflows," said
Dilip Parmar, Research
Analyst, HDFC Securities.

While the dollar index
has fallen further to the
downside and eying the
psychological level of 100,
the local unit is weakening
along with other emerging
market currencies on
growth and inflation wor-
ries. "So far this month, the
rupee has been the worst-

performing currency
among Asian currencies
with a loss of 1.6 per cent
after the RBI joined the
global central banks in rais-

ing interest rates to curb
inflation," Parmar said.

In the current calendar
year, foreign institutional
investors sold equities
worth USD 21.25 billion
and USD 1.82 billion of
debt. Near-term outlook for
USDINR remains bullish as
long as it trades above
76.70, while on the higher
side it faces strong resist-
ance in the area of 77.80 to
78, Parmar noted.

Shaktikanta Das sees more hikes Rupee slips 4 paise to close
at 77.59 against US dollar

NEW DELHI : (AGENCY) 

Cryptocurrencies are all the
rage right now, and for good
reason! These digital assets
have the potential to revolu-
tionise how we interact
with the digital world. But
which ones will dominate
the market? Some believe
that Parody Coin (PARO)
has what it takes to grow as
big as Flow (FLOW) and
Zcash (ZEC). Let's take a
closer look at PARO and see
if this coin has what it takes
to succeed! You can easily
follow Parody Coin (PARO)
and other pre-sale coins on
the BoostX platform, and be
informed about their differ-
ent opportunities.

Parody Coin (PARO)
makes it easy to create, sell,
buy and access popular
NFTs. It aims to be a defla-

tionary utility cryptocur-
rency running on the
Binance Smart Chain
(BNB). Investors also bene-
fit from the user-friendly
interface provided by this
project. Its ecosystem
includes a decentralized
application (dApp) store.

The main long-term
goal of the project is to
allow third-party develop-
ers to build and launch
applications within the
ecosystem. These dApps
provide many services that
facilitate platform develop-
ment. These applications
are created to assist in the
creation, marketing, and
use of NFTs in different
fields. The ecosystem aims
to integrate the advanta-
geous features of the NFT
market. Users are ready to
sell and buy parody NFTs

through the platform's NFT
Marketplace.

The most obvious goals
of Parody Coin (PARO) are
to solve the low NFT market
access rate caused by exces-
sive fees, and costs and to
provide features that are
not available in the current
NFT market. The ultimate
goal of Parody Coin (PARO)

is to gather all users on this
platform, with the spread of
passive income options.

Through the Parody
Rewards Program, Parody
Coin (PARO) token holders
can earn BEP-20 tokens.
This solution aims to lend
through the BNB network
in exchange for market
gains. This solution allows

token holders to earn a
return on investment. It
should also be noted that all
tokens in circulation will
not increase but decrease
over time, which should
make the token more valu-
able over time.

Flow (FLOW) is a fast
decentralized blockchain
platform that can foster the
growth of all applications,
especially NFTs. Behind
Flow is a team that has
signed projects such as
CryptoKitties, Dapper
Wallet, and NBA Top Shot.

Dapper Labs has
focused on blockchain tech-
nology since 2018. Over
time, Dapper Labs created
its own Flow (FLOW)
blockchain. Flow has an
architecture based on scal-
ing without sharding and
offers high performance in

terms of smart contract
optimisation.

The most common
platform for using smart
contracts is Ethereum
(ETH). However, transac-
tions in Ethereum incur
high costs and do not allow
changes to smart contracts.
In Flow, on the other hand,
we see the opposite. Flow
(FLOW) automatically and
easily creates a blockchain
because it supports multiple
public keys. The slowdown
of the blockchain means
that transaction fees
increase. Conversely, the
acceleration of the
blockchain reduces transac-
tion costs. Flow charges
much lower transaction
fees, compared to other
competing networks. Some
platforms are not capable of
providing security.

Markets reverse early gains in
volatile trade; Sensex falls 236 pts

MUMBAI : (AGENCY)

Equity indices failed to hold on to morning gains on
Tuesday, with the Sensex falling 236 points amid a sell-
off in IT stocks and weak trends from global markets. The
30-share BSE benchmark opened higher but could not
carry forward the momentum and declined 236 points
or 0.43 per cent to settle at 54,052.61. During the day, it
hit a low of 53,886.28 and a high of 54,524.37.

The broader NSE Nifty dropped 89.55 points or 0.55
per cent to end at 16,125.15. In the Sensex pack, Tech

M a h i n d r a ,
Hindustan Unilever,
HCL Technologies,
Asian Paints, NTPC,
Tata Steel, Infosys,
Axis Bank and
Bajaj Finserv were
among the biggest
laggards.

In contrast, Dr
Reddy's, HDFC,

PowerGrid, Kotak Mahindra Bank, HDFC Bank and Nestle
were among the major gainers. "Nifty faced selling pres-
sure in the post noon session once again today. It opened
flat and rose in the morning. It later came under selling
pressure and closed lower for the second consecutive
session," said Deepak Jasani, Head of Retail Research,
HDFC Securities.

Asian markets in Hong Kong, Shanghai, Seoul and
Tokyo ended lower. Exchanges in Europe were also trad-
ing lower in the afternoon trade. Stock markets in the US
had ended higher on Monday.

International oil benchmark Brent crude dipped
0.46 per cent to USD 112.9 per barrel. Continuing their
selling spree, foreign institutional investors offloaded
shares worth a net Rs 1,951.17 crore on Monday, as per
stock exchange data. "There is no distinct trend in this
whipsaw market. Daily trading for the near-term is
fraught with high risk," said V K Vijayakumar, Chief
Investment Strategist at Geojit Financial Services.

DCO, WEF launch initiative to
boost global digital FDI flows

DAVOS  : (AGENCY)

The Digital Cooperation Organization (DCO) and the
World Economic Forum (WEF) on Tuesday announced a
new initiative to boost flows of digital foreign direct
investments globally.

The agreement will see the DCO and WEF work
together to identify methods to increase digital adoption,
investment in new digital activities, and investment in
digital infrastructure.

In addition, the DCO and WEF will undertake
research to contribute to an increased global under-
standing of the regulatory challenges currently prevent-
ing countries from realising the full potential of digital
FDI. Under the initiative, the DCO and WEF will launch

Digital FDI Enabling
Projects in countries
around the world,
helping them identify
and support imple-
mentation of policies
and measures to
increase investment
in the digital econo-

my, in addition to facilitating knowledge-sharing of suc-
cessful reforms among countries.?

The launch was announced by WEF President
Borge Brende, DCO Secretary-General Deemah AlYahya,
Nigerian Minister for Communications and Digital
Economy Isa Ali Ibrahim Pantami and AVEVA Group CEO
Peter Herweck. The DCO, which focuses on digital econ-
omy initiatives supporting youth, startup entrepreneurs
and women, has nine member states with a combined
GDP of nearly USD 2 trillion and a population of nearly
600 million. With 70 per cent of future economic growth
set to be digital, according to the WEF, DCO member
states provide a valuable market opportunity to investors
and entrepreneurs alike.

"Global FDI is rebounding, following the COVID-19
pandemic, and investment in the digital economy could
not come at a better time. These country projects will
help grow FDI into the digital economy, which is key for
long-term growth, competitiveness, and sustainable
development," Brende said.

Can Parody Coin (PARO) Grow as Big as Flow (FLOW) and Zcash (ZEC)?

NEW DELHI : (AGENCY)

The United States is consid-
ering “investment support”
of $4 billion for India on top
of billions of dollars extend-
ed earlier, New Delhi said
on Monday after the two
sides signed an agreement
to keep such money flowing.
The US International
Development Finance
Corporation (DFC) or its
predecessor agencies have
so far provided India with
$5.8 billion, of which $2.9
billion is outstanding, for
Covid-19 vaccine manufac-
turing, healthcare, renew-
able energy, financial inclu-
sion and infrastructure.

“Proposals worth $4
billion are under considera-
tion by DFC for providing
investment support in
India,” India’s Ministry of
Finance said as officials
from the two countries met
in Tokyo where their lead-
ers will hold a summit on
Tuesday.

India and the US signed
the  new investment incen-
tive agreement in the areas

of debt, equity investment,
investment guaranty,
investment insurance and
feasibility studies for poten-
tial projects and grants.

The ministry said the
latest agreement “would

lead to enhanced invest-
ment support provided by
DFC in India”. On Monday,
US President Joe Biden and
Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi were
among government heads
from 13 countries who
jointly launched a partner-
ship called the Indo-Pacific
Economic Framework for

Prosperity.
The Export-Import

Bank of India Exim Bank on
Monday said it has signed a
USD 100 million loan agree-
ment with Japan Bank for
International Cooperation

(JBIC), along with three
Japanese private financial
institutions  MUFG Bank
Ltd, Bank of Kyoto Ltd and
Hachijuni Bank Ltd —
aimed at supporting the
Indian healthcare sector for
combating Covid-19.

The agreement was
signed on Monday on the
sidelines of the Quad

Leaders' Summit, Exim
Bank said in a release. “The
purpose of this facility is to
support the Indian health-
care sector related to com-
bating Covid-19, including
but not limited to vaccine
manufacturers, pharmaceu-
tical companies, manufac-
turers of personal protec-
tive equipment, medical
oxygen or other medical
devices, hospitals, and other
related activities,” it said.
Meanwhile, describing the
digital economy as a goose
that lays golden eggs, the
head of the US-India
Business Council (USIBC)
has called for the creation of
structures, regulations and
the legal framework to
ensure the continued vitali-
ty and growth of this key
sector in the US and India.   

Addressing a conclave
in Bangalore on Sunday,
USIBC president Atul
Keshap discussed India's
development, the govern-
ment-led digitisation efforts
and the country's status as
the fastest-growing large
economy.

US mulls $4 billion funds prop
NEW DELHI : (AGENCY)

The auction of 5G
radiowaves has moved a
step forward with the
department of telecommu-
nications preparing a cabi-
net note, which is likely to
be taken up this week itself.

Sources said the DoT has
taken note of the decisions
taken by the Digital
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s
Commission based on the
recommendations of tele-
com regulator Trai. They
expressed optimism  about
holding the auction in June.
The cabinet could take up
the radio wave auction
issue this week itself, which
would enable the DoT to
prepare the road map for
holding the auction  next

month.
The DCC in its recom-

mendations has suggested
auctioning the radiowaves
for a 20 year period, while
suggesting no change in
pricing.

In September last year,
when the government
announced a relief package
for the telecom sector, it
stated spectrum in the
future would be given for a
30-year period.

Sources said the DCC
went with the 20 year time
period as Trai had suggest-
ed a base price cut of 36 per
cent. However, the regula-
tor had suggested that the
reserve price for spectrum
allocation in the case of 30
years should be equal to 1.5
times the reserve price of
allocation for 20 years in the
respective band.

Telcos have been
miffed over the pricing of
spectrum although neither
the DoT nor Trai has
reviewed it. Telcos said
with a 36 per cent cut in
reserve price of 5G spec-
trum in the 3,300-3,670
MHz at Rs 317 per.

Cabinet note on 5G sale ready

DAVOS : (AGENCY)

The head of chip maker
Intel says a shortage of
advanced equipment to
make semiconductors could
hold up its global expansion
plans.  CEO Pat Gelsinger
said Monday that there
have been “quite significant
extensions” in delivery
times for chipmaking gear
for new chip factories,
known as “fabs,” that the
company plans to build in
the US and Europe.

Gelsinger said at a
press roundtable on the
sidelines of the World
Economic Forum that “to
us, this is now the No. 1
issue, is in fact the delivery
of equipment.”

When asked about chip
shortage by a reporter who

asked: “What inning are we
in? Gelsinger said: “You
know, we’re about halfway
through. And my expecta-
tion now is that it persists
through 2024. And the big
issue that we’ve additionally
faced over the last six to
nine months is equipment
that goes into the fabs. You
know? So now we and oth-
ers are building the fabs, but
we need the equipment to
come into the fab to turn
them into manufacturing
output. And those equip-
ment lead times have
pushed out pretty substan-
tially over the last six
months.”

A handful of suppliers
make high-tech semicon-
ductor manufacturing gear,
such as Dutch company
ASML. A shortage of semi-

conductors that erupted
last year hurt the availabili-
ty of everything from autos

to kitchen appliances and
highlighted the industry’s
vulnerability to manufactur-
ing centered in Asia.

Intel announced tens of
billions of investment in

new chipmaking facilities
for Europe, including a new
fab mega site in Germany

and expansion in Ireland. In
January, it announced a
plan for a $20 billion plant
in Ohio. Gelsinger said sup-
ply of chipmaking equip-
ment is “the most important

pinch point to the build-out
of capacity today”.

He added that he’s urg-
ing authorities in the US
and Europe, which have
each launched their own
“Chips Act” to promote
national semiconductor
manufacturing, to speed up
the legislation.

Gopinath on growth
While the world economy
faces headwinds, current
growth forecasts offer a
buffer against a potential
global recession, the
International Monetary
Fund’s No. 2 official said on
Monday.

Among the major
threats to economic growth,
IMF First deputy managing
director Gita Gopinath told
Reuters that the conflict in
Ukraine could escalate,

adding: “You could have
sanctions and counter sanc-
tions.”

Gopinath said in an
interview on the sidelines
of the World Economic
Forum in the Swiss resort of
Davos that the other chal-
lenges included inflation, a
tightening of interest rates
by central banks and a slow-
down in Chinese growth.
“So all of these provide
downside risks to our fore-
cast,” Gopinath said, with
reference to the IMF’s 2022
growth forecast issued last
month of 3.6 per cent, a
downgrade from a 4.4 per
cent estimate in January. “I
would say at 3.6 per cent
there is a buffer,” she said,
conceding, however, that
risks are uneven around the
world.

Chip shortage to persist: Intel chief

Briefs News



Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah
Chashmah's Disha Vakani

welcomes a baby boy
Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah Chashmah's Disha Vakani, who
is known for playing the role of Daya ben in the show,
has welcomed a baby boy. This is Disha Vakani's second
child after daughter Stuti Padia, who was born in
November 2017. The news has been confirmed by
Mayur Vakani, who plays the role of her brother
Sundarlal in the show, and is also her brother in real life.
Also Read: Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah Chashmah producer
says ‘show will go on’ if Disha Vakani does not want to
return as Dayaben Disha has been on an indefinite
maternity leave since 2017. Recently, in an interview,
producer Asit Modi said that Disha might get replaced
by another actor in the show, but he did not confirm it,

or give any fur-
ther details.

In an inter-
view with Etimes,
Mayur Vakani
confirmed that
Disha has wel-
comed a baby boy
and hoped that
Disha will return
to the show. He

said, "I am happy that I have become an uncle again. In
2017, Disha had her baby girl and now she has become
a mother again, and I have become mama again. I am
very happy. Disha will surely return to the show. It has
been a long time and Taarak.. is the only show she has
acted in for so many years. So there is no reason why
she should not return to the show. We are all waiting
when she will get back to working on the sets.” Earlier
this week, in an interview with ETimes, show's produc-
er Asit Kumarr Modi had hinted that they might find a
replacement for Disha's character, Daya ben. He said, “I
don’t know yet if Disha Vakani will be back as Daya Ben.
We still have a very good relation with Disha ji, we are
like a family. But now she is married and has a kid and
everyone gets busy with their own responsibilities. We
all have our personal life, so I won’t be able to comment
on that. Lekin joh bhi Disha Ben or Nisha Ben but you
will surely get to Daya Ben and we as a team will try our
best to give the same entertainment that we gave you
before.” (AGENCY)

Madhuri Dixit says she was
criticised for being ‘too thin'

when she joined films, people
would say 'isko mota karo'

Madhuri Dixit spoke about the challenges newcomers
face in the Hindi film industry in a new interview. The
actor shared that she was criticised for not weighing
enough, and was even told to gain weight, when she was
a newcomer. Madhuri added that things have now
changed for celebrities and that there's no such thing as
being too skinny, anymore. Madhuri made her acting
debut with Abodh in 1984. Read more: When Madhuri
Dixit revealed husband Shriram Nene could only identi-
fy Amitabh Bachchan at wedding party

In an interview, Madhuri was asked what she
thought was the one challenge she had to face, which
new actors in today’s Hindi film industry do not have to
face. The actor said there were challenges then, and
there are challenges now, for every new actor, whether
it was how ‘to get good roles’ or even how to ‘get a film.’
The actor said these challenges ‘will always be there’ in
films. But she shared the one challenge that she thinks
doesn’t exist anymore.

“During my time… they thought I was too skinny to
begin with. Yeh heroine, isko thoda mota karo (make
this heroine gain weight) they used to say. I don’t think
that that’s an issue now,” Madhuri told Bollywood
Hungama. In the same interview, Madhuri also shared
what the present leading actors in Bollywood could
learn from her if she ever wrote an autobiography.

“Keep experimenting. It doesn’t matter whether
you succeed or you fail. Failures are learning points, but
failures also show that sometimes you are way ahead of
your time. But don’t worry about it. Just keep doing
what your gut says and go for the most challenging
roles,” said Madhuri.

This was not the first time Madhuri spoke about
being called ‘thin’ during her initial days in the film
industry. The actor recalled being called ‘skinny’ in a
2020 interview with Pinkvilla. She said she was called
‘bahot dubli hai (very thin),’ after her debut film, and in
the years leading up to her hit film, Tezaab, which
released in 1988. Madhuri made her OTT debut with
Netflix's The Fame Game, which released in February.
She played Anamika Anand. (AGENCY)
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Is Dharmendra's health the rea-
son Sunny Deol is planning his

son Karan's wedding in a hurry?
Dharmendra is one of the most loved actors in Bollywood
and we all want him to be at his best. He has a huge fan
base, who keep posting on social media about
Dharmendra’s health and well-being. Sometime back,
rumours of "secret engagement" of Sunny Deol’s son
Karan Deol with Drisha Roy were doing the rounds. And

now, reports say Karan
Deol and Drisha Roy are
getting married some-
time soon owing to
Dharmendra not keeping
good health.

Earlier this month,
86-year-old Dharmendra
was admitted to a private
hospital in Mumbai. His
health is said to be
improving and he is

doing fine now. As of now, no official statement has been
released from the Deol family. However, when the media
asked Sunny Deol about the engagement, he categorically
denied it. He said, “It's all bull***. My father is perfectly
fine. There is no engagement of Karan Deol and Drisha
Roy. Drisha Roy is a fashion designer. She also runs a
YouTube channel in which she shares a lot of interesting
information related to her fashion, blogs and makeup.
Disha is the granddaughter of veteran filmmaker Bimal
Roy, who directed films like ‘Parineeta’, ‘Devdas’,
‘Madhumati’ and ‘Do Bigha Zamin’. (AGENCY)

Kriti Sanon, one of Indian
cinema's biggest leading
names made her debut in
the industry 8 years ago
with the film, Heropanti.
Now, so many years of suc-
cess down the lane, she is
all set to embark upon a
new journey on the same
day as she turns an
Entrepreneur.

Sharing a picture with
her "tribe", one of the fittest
actresses of the country
shares, "They say “ Your
Vibe Attracts Your Tribe” 

I have always been
someone who believes in
pushing people I truly
believe in and today stands
for exactly that.  "8years
ago, I started my journey as
an actor in the hindi film
industry with the help of
people who believed in me
and gave me wings to fly!
Today, 8yrs later, exactly on
the same day, I am thrilled
to announce my journey as
an Entrepreneur with my

three amazingly talented
Co-founders Anushka
Nandani, Karan Sawhney
and Robin Behl as we
launch our Passion Project

“The Tribe”.  "I discovered
my personal fitness journey
post-MIMI when I had to
shed the 15kilos I had put
on for the film and we hit a

lockdown where gyms were
shut." "Robin, Karan, and
Anushka became a Huge
part of this journey of mine
and made me realise that to

stay fit, all you need is moti-
vation, the right guidance,
and someone who can
make workouts fun for you
no matter where you are."

"We at The Tribe believe in
motivating you to become
the best and the fittest ver-
sion of yourself- Be it with
in-studio, group/personal,
or virtual sessions with
some of the coolest,
youngest & fittest trainers
who will not only push your
limits but also make work-
outs super fun!" "Also excit-
ed to announce that we will
be launching The Tribe App
later this year which will
give you access to anything
and everything to do with
Fitness & Mindfulness no
matter where you are."

On the work front, Kriti
has a list of massive and
varying films in her kitty
including, Ganapath,
Adipurush, Bhediya,
Shehzada and Anurag
Kashyap's unannounced
next. Meanwhile the actress
recently completed filming
of the Ladakh schedule for
her upcoming film
Ganapath Part 1.

Kriti Sanon starts her new journey

Police in Hyderabad booked filmmak-
er Ram Gopal Varma for allegedly
cheating a production house to the
tune of Rs 56 lakh. On a complaint
lodged by Koppada Sekhar Raju of
Sekhara Art Creations, a case was
booked at Miyapur Police Station
under Cyberabad Police
Commissionerate.

The complainant alleged that
Varma borrowed money from him for
producing a movie 'Disha' with a
promise to return it before the release
of the said movie but did not repay.

The movie was based on the
2019 gang rape and murder of a vet-
erinary doctor near Hyderabad car-
ried out by four persons, who were
later killed by police in an alleged
encounter. Raju told police that got
acquainted with Varma through a

common friend Ramana Reddy a few
years ago. The complainant stated

that he gave Rs 8 lakh in January 2020
and another Rs 20 lakh a few days
later. RGV, as the filmmaker is popu-
larly known, promised to repay the
amount in six months. Raju said RGV
approached him in February 2020
and borrowed another Rs 28 lakh cit-
ing financial problems.

The complainant told police that
RGV promised to repay the total
amount on or before the release of the
movie but in January 2021 he later
learnt that the filmmaker was not the
producer of the movie. He alleged that
the filmmaker cheated him. A case
under Indian Penal Code (IPC) sec-
tions 406 (criminal breach of trust),
417 (punishment for cheating), 420
(cheating and 506 (punishment for
criminal intimidation) was registered
against RGV. (AGENCY)

The Indian edition of the world's
number one celebrity magazine,
HELLO! has finally launched its
maiden South edition this month.
Featuring the very suave and spir-
ited Sudha Reddy as the cover
star, the coveted glossy unveils the
entrepreneur-philanthropist's
personal and professional mile-
stone moments as they delve into
her diverse journey as a house-
wife and career woman.

On the cover, Sudha Reddy is
a perfect embodiment of glamour
and grace as she flaunts an artful-
ly moulded dress by Gaurav Gupta
Couture. Exuding a heady mix of
oomph and allure the fashionista
is seen sporting classic signature
diamond jewellery from
Kishandas and Co and completes
the glitzy look with a dramatic egg
clutch by Judith Leiber Couture

Belonging to one of South
India's most influential families,
Reddy, has come a long way—bal-
ancing life at home, while spear-
heading projects as the director of
MEIL and her philanthropic
efforts with the Sudha Reddy
Foundation.The style, glamour

and jet-set lifestyle she leads has
cemented her position as a major
mover and shaker in Hyderabad
and beyond.

Reddy who is a name to reck-
on with in the social circles of the
state of Telangana, having dili-
gently worked towards the uplift-
ment of the underprivileged sec-

tions of society since the past
decade is quoted saying to the
glossy "Meeting Anna Wintour,
Serena Williams and the
Kardashians was a lot of fun at the
Met Gala. The most I gelled with,
though, was Gigi Hadid. She was
great fun to hang out with, as was
Rihanna—beauty with personali-

ty,"
In another social media post,

the glossy highlights her innate
passion for couture and quotes
her, "When it comes to my day-to-
day life, I can say that I live and
breathe fashion. That is the rea-
son I  opted for a professional
degree in the field — to under-

stand the nuances of fashion from
an expert eye. Ever since I was a
little girl, I've been drawn to the
glamour," Hailed as one of India
Inc's most noteworthy do-good-
ers, Sudha Reddy propounds the
inclusive microcosm of billion-
aires. Moving from 'cheque phi-
lanthropy' to 'hands-on philan-
thropy', the Sudha Reddy
Foundation works towards causes
of affordable healthcare and
accessible education. She current-
ly is a director of Megha Group Of
Industries and was recently felici-
tated with the coveted
'Champions of Change' award by
the Telangana government. With
a commitment and vision to con-
tinually pledge out of her personal
wealth, she handed over grants to
two charities viz. 'Action Against
Hunger and Fight Hunger
Foundation' and 'Breast Cancer
Research Foundation' in Paris
with Elizabeth Hurley in atten-
dance. She was the only Indian
and first Hyderabad origin
celebrity to be invited to the icon-
ic Met Gala ball in 2021.
(AGENCY)

Ram Gopal Varma booked for cheating
production house of Rs 65 lakh

Bollywood actor Abhishek
Bachchan has said that he
returned home from the
Cannes Film Festival to a
“very sad news” and

mourned the demise of
Akbar Shahpurwala, the
stylist who stitched his first
suit. Abhishek took to
Instagram and wrote an
emotional note with a pic-

ture of his label that read
'Akbar'. He wrote:
"Returned home to very
sad news. Akbar
Shahpurwala a bonafide
legend of the film world
passed away. I knew him as
Akki uncle. He made my
father's costumes and most
of his suits from as far back
as I can remember and
many of my films too. "He
personally cut and stitched
my first ever suit as a baby
(I still have it) to the tux I
wore to Refugee's pre-
miere. If your costumes
and suits were made by
Kachins and then Gabana
then you had arrived as a
star. (AGENCY)

OPEN SEARCH 

Celebrated Choreographer
Ganesh Acharya recently
made a visit to Delhi for
promoting his upcoming
film Dehati Disco.During
the event, Master Ji
received a token of appreci-
ation from the kids of
Dance out of Poverty where
they showcased their talent
by performing on the songs
of Dehati Disco. 

Ganesh Acharya was
extremely happy and men-
tioned how lucky these kids
were to receive a platform
like Dance out of Poverty to
exceed in their life. He
added, “I received their
request to meet on social
media platform and I am
delighted to watch them
perform. I am pleased to
know how dance connects
everyone in various ways

and I hope these kids do
great in their life ahead.”
Dehati Disco is a film based

on dance and how a father
(Bhola) fulfils his incom-
plete wish of dancing along

with his Son (Bheema).
During the event in Delhi
Ganesh Acharya spoke of
Saksham Sharma and how
brilliant the kid is, not just
with dancing but with act-
ing as well. 

One could easily notice
the close bond between the
reel Father and Son during
the event. Unravel the story
of Dehati Disco in theatres
near you.  

Dehati Disco starring
Ganesh Acharya and Super
Dance-Chapter 3 finalist
Saksham Sharma, directed
by Manoj Sharma, pro-
duced by Gitesh
Chandrakar, Vaseem
Qureshi and Kamal Kishor,
under the banner Qureshi
Productions Pvt ltd and
One Entertainment Film
Productions, set to release
in cinemas on 27th May
2022.

Dance out of Poverty brings a special surprise for
Ganesh Acharya as he promotes Dehati Disco in Delhi

Fashion Queen Sudha Reddy Of Hyderabad Graces The
Inaugural South Magazine Cover Of HELLO! India

Abhishek Bachchan
mourns death of stylist

who stitched his first suit

Gurnam Bhullar’s new song
‘Pehli Mulaqat’ featuring

Diljott is a love ballad
Actor-singer Gurnam Bhullar is out with his new song
‘Pehli Mulaqat’. Written, composed and sung by Gurnam, it
is a romantic number released by Times Music.
The song features Diljott and Gurnam. The pair is back
again after ‘Diamond Koka’. Their chemistry in ‘Diamond
Koka’ was a huge hit among audiences. Now, in this new
song, the two look head over heels in love with each other.

A love ballad, ‘Pehli Mulaqat’ explains Gurnam’s state
of mind since his first meeting with
ladylove Diljott in the song. It’s an
innocent song with lyrics that reflect
simplicity and melodious tune. The
track’s hook line says, ““Duniya nu
milne da chit na kare, pehli mulaqat
tere naal hoi ve”, which means ‘Ever
since our first meeting, I do not feel
like meeting anyone in the world’.
The video has been beautifully shot
at various locations in the USA and it

has been directed by Sandeep Josan while the music is by
Daoud Music. Excited about the audience response, Diljott
says, “Pehli Mulaqat is a song that portrays the feelings of
love towards your special one and how everything seems
magical and beautiful when one is in love. The song depicts
how your beloved becomes your world and you feel com-
plete. I am exhilarated with the great response of the audi-
ence on the release of the song.” (AGENCY)

As entrepreneur after 8 years in Bollywood


